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Join Ylva in her quest to become a valkyrie.Between learning the best way to get to the

afterlife, and how to care for her new dusk wolf, Ylva already has her hands full. But when she

discovers she's a rare Shadow Walker, she finds herself in more danger than she could ever

imagine.How can she know who to trust when people want to steal her magic?****Quest Of

The Valkyrie includes books 1-4 of Afterlife Academy: Valkyrie, an urban fantasy academy

series with a slow burn f/f romance.
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Ylva in her quest to become a Valkyrie.Between learning the best way to get to the afterlife,

and how to care for her new dusk wolf, Ylva already has her hands full. But when she discovers

she's a rare Shadow Walker, she finds herself in more danger than she could ever

imagine.How can she know who to trust when people want to steal her magic?-Quest Of The

Valkyrie includes books 1-4 of Afterlife Academy: Valkyrie, an urban fantasy academy series

with a slow burn f/f romance.In this collection:Valkyrie 101Valkyrie 102Valkyrie 103Valkyrie

104Valkyrie 101The Afterlife Academy #1Arizona Tape1Death is effortless, unless you’re an

Afterlife Assistant. Predicting death, harvesting souls, and bringing them to their afterlife of

choice? Not an easy task for the unskilled.Luckily, the Afterlife Academy teaches all there is to

know about Afterlife care. We’ll learn who the deceased are, what they believe in, and where

they need to go.In my case, I’ll be taught to find warriors that died in battle and deserve a

special place in Valhalla.Afterlife Academy, I’m ready. Teach me how to be a Valkyrie.The wind

tugged on my sleeves as I approached the tall building where I’d spend the next three years of

my life. The Afterlife Academy. The finest institute for those wanting to become an afterlife

assistant, like me. With the dark brick and ornate columns, it stood proud on the grass plateau,

the school grounds stretching out into a forest.I set my luggage down and admired the crest

hanging above the front doors. Strong wings held a shielded but elegant A. How I dreamed and



planned to come here, and now finally, it was my time to shine and carry the Valkyrie

torch.With my heartbeat throbbing in my veins, I crossed the lines of the protective circle

around the school that only allowed elementals to pass. Half-expecting to be cast back, I

breathed a sigh of relief as I set my first foot on campus grounds.As if someone turned on the

volume of the world, the buzz of chattering students reached my ears. The first day of class

hadn’t started, but the school grounds were swarming with other elementals and their

respective course markings.Elves polishing Reaper scythes, Dragons with signature Shinigami

tendrils, and Spirits with winged footwear. An eclectic mix of different types of elementals and

their typical Afterlife accessories.As they walked by, my attention was drawn to another group.

Wind Children with dark wings proudly paraded their wolves across the courtyard, bringing

both envy and excitement to my heart. I wanted to be like that. I was going to be like that.It was

family tradition to become Valkyries as soon as we came of age and I wasn’t about to break

the chain and disgrace my family name.I rolled my luggage past the group of second -and third-

year Valkyries and followed the sign towards the administrative part of the college.A woman

behind a reception desk greeted me. “Hi. How can I help you?”“Hi. I’m just here to get

registered for Valkyrie 101.”“Certainly. I’ll need to see the course paperwork and your family

identification.”I rummaged through my old bag, grabbing both my registration documents and

my family scroll. “Here you go. My files and my proof of identity.”The woman nodded, a little

wisp of dark smoke escaping from her nose. That could only mean one thing. She was

Shinigami. A Japanese Afterlife caregiver, a job exclusively fulfilled by Dragons.Cool. I knew

the teachers were all licensed experts, but I hadn’t expected the person tending to the

administrative tasks to be one too.She flipped through the paperwork and pushed her glasses

up to look at me. "Please confirm your name,” she croaked.“Ylva Helgudóttir, daughter of Helga

of the West Wind.”“Excellent. Please mark the paperwork here and here.”“Certainly.” I focused

on the whisper of wind that was my heart and soul, drawing the relentless power to the surface.

I didn’t need much, just a small breath to sign.The fresh scent of flowers danced in the palm of

my hand as I conjured just the smallest gust of silver wind.I pressed my thumb into the paper

and let my elemental magic slash into it, signing it with the signature pattern of my specific

wind. A mark nobody else could copy or repeat.The old Dragon studied the form and nodded.

“Thank you. Welcome to the Afterlife Academy. Here is your brochure with a map, your class

roster, and the keys to your shared dorm. Make sure to check in before sundown

tomorrow.”The silver keys felt cool in my hand and I curled my fingers tight around them. My

own room, which I had to share with just one other person!Crazy times. This was going to be

fun.The excited chatter and murmurs around me were a clear indicator that I wasn't the only

one looking forward to my first day of college. A happy clique of Elves with green hair and a

couple of cheery looking Dragons were grouped in the main hall, all bouncing with various

degrees of excitement.Leaving the others behind me, I used my map to navigate towards the

dormitories. According to the descriptions, it looked like they were all located in different areas.

Probably to avoid orgies and hook-ups? Not that I cared. What people did in their free time was

their business.The main building ended with a set of heavy doors that lead to a straight path

outside. With neatly-kept grass on the sides and the odd tree off in the distance, it was a nice

walk towards the robust building ahead. A simplistic logo with a wolf’s head above the entrance

confirmed this was indeed the Valkyrie wing and nothing else.Good. Every course attracted a

specific type of elemental. Elves became Reapers, Spirits became Guardians. Fae turned up

for their Banshee course and Dragons studied to become Shinigami. Only Fairies were

accepted for the Angel course, and nobody besides Wind Children chose to become Valkyries.

That was just the way it was and had been for as long as elementals were in charge of human



afterlife care. The noblest of tasks.I checked the number on my keys and followed the doors

down to room number four. My new home.As I walked through the long corridor, I caught a

glance of someone familiar further in the hall and glared at her."Astrid.”My nemesis threw her

hair over her shoulder and clacked her tongue. "Ylva. I see you're here too.""Where else would

I be?" I countered. Almost every Wind Child signed up for Valkyrie 101 as soon as they could."I

was hoping somewhere in the gutter. Or the College of Beyond.”I rolled my eyes. "Think

again.""Oh well. You'll drop out soon enough. You don't have it in you.""We'll see about that."

Without a second glance, I turned away from her. The lock on my door rattled slightly, but the

air greeting me was clean. That was good.I pushed my shoes off onto the doormat, pleasantly

surprised with the wooden floor. This empty room would be my home for the next semester.

Two beds, two wooden desks, and a matching set of creaky closets. Not particularly fancy, but

it would do.From the settled dust, it was clear that I got here before my roommate. Nice. That

gave me the perfect opportunity to nose around and choose one of the sides.I rolled my

luggage to one of the beds and threw my sweater on it. There. Claimed my bed.Before I

unpacked, I checked the attached bathroom. The smell of chlorine hung in the small ensuite

and it seemed like the toilet, shower, and sink were clean. Nice. It was quite a relief that I didn't

have to share stalls with the rest of the hall. I wouldn’t have enjoyed that.I tested the spray of

the shower, pleasantly surprised with the pressure behind it. Lovely."Mmm," I hummed to

myself as I caught a glimpse of my reflection in the mirror. My white hair was growing out and it

was almost long enough to push behind my ears. My pale complexion almost camouflaged me

against the white walls, which was quite comical.Satisfied with the bathroom, I lunged onto the

bed. Class only started tomorrow morning, so I had plenty of time to kill.After waiting around for

a little while, my stomach grumbled and I swung my feet back on the floor. If I could find the

dining hall, I'd grab a bite to eat and chat with some of the other Wind Children from our village.

There were bound to be more people here that I knew. A perk and a downfall.If I went down in

flames, I'd be the talk of the town. The disappointment of the century and the failure of my

family.No, that wasn't going to happen to me. I wanted wings, my own wolf, and the keys to

Valhalla. I didn't care what it would take, I would become a Valkyrie.2"Everyone sit down and

shut up. I'm professor Raul Hagen and this is your first lesson: How To Spot A Dying Human.

Welcome to your first lecture on how to become an Afterlife Assistant and let me be the first to

tell you: you're not special."I sighed, resting my head on my hand. It was day one, I hadn't

made any friends yet or even knew the names of my classmates. Well, apart from Astrid.

Looked like she was the only other girl from West that made it in. Besides her, everyone else

was new. The other girls in the back of the class were definitely Wind Children from the other

districts. The Asian-looking ones in the front were most certainly Dragons and the group of

dark-skinned pointy ears were Elves.Valkyries, Shinigami, and Reapers all in the same class.

Such an odd combination.Hagen slammed his book on his desk and huffed. "In this course,

you'll learn the ins and outs of the human soul. If you can't keep up, you'll fail. I have no time for

the bottom line.""Geez, he's a ray of sunshine," I muttered to no one in particular, not really

impressed with his attitude. He didn't seem like he really cared.To my right, a girl with pink hair

chuckled softly and a whiff of her aura circled my way.Unmistakably mossy. Most definitely a

Wood Elf hoping to graduate as a Reaper.Why did we have to have joint classes with other

elementals anyway? Shinigami were intolerable and Reapers were at the bottom of the Afterlife

Assistant chain.The professor threw his chalk down, his sweaty forehead glistening in the sun.

Without any pretence, he shot us an annoyed look. "Show of hands. Who has ever seen a

dying human?"A couple of hands were raised with my own, but it looked like most of my peers

hadn't seen one. Not that I blamed them. Most probably didn't come from an old family like my



own. The requirements for the other Assistants weren't nearly as strict or harsh as those for

becoming a Valkyrie."You there, with the white hair. Tell me a symptom of human death," the

professor said as he pointed at me."Their muscles become weaker?""Correct." He scribbled

some illegible words on the board and pointed at another girl. "You there. Give me another

symptom of death.""Ummm... I don't know..."Hagen scoffed. "Couldn’t be bothered to flip

through the text book then. Bloody first-years. You, on the first row with the ponytail. Tell me a

symptom of a dying human."The girl stood up, her face holding a polite smile. "My name is

Hotaru Ryoko, nice to meet you. A way to recognise the approach of human death is by slowed

down breathing.""Slowed... down... breathing," professor Hagen repeated as he drew some

lines on the board. "Two very clear signs that death is near. There are at least ten more ways

that death announces itself, as you'll be able to read in chapter one in your textbook. Study it

and I will see you all next week."Astrid raised her hand. "Umm, excuse me? I thought this class

was supposed to be an hour?""Are you the teacher or am I?" he grumbled, shooting fire with

his eyes. Figuratively. He coughed and waved her comment away. "Everyone out. I'm in need of

silence."Boring. Even if I thought she was right for calling out the length of his class, I wasn't

about to agree with her.I stuffed my book into my bag and hauled it over my shoulder, adding

wrinkles to my freshly-ironed shirt. So much for keeping my clean look.Unamused, I followed

my classmates out of the room and towards the dorms. The unexpected free time wasn't

unwelcome, certainly not since I still needed to unpack."Hello!"The scent of moss made me

pull up my nose and even without looking, I knew it was the pink-haired girl. There was just

something very typical about Wood Elves and their smell."Hi.""I'm Aellyn."I smiled, pretending I

couldn't smell her earthy aura. "Ylva.""Have you really seen a dying human before?""I have," I

replied. "Mamma took me as a birthday present when I turned eighteen.""Woow, cool." She

followed me through the corridors, bouncing excitedly up and down. Her pink hair was in stark

contrast with her skin, but she seemed perfectly happy with it that way. "I've never even seen a

human up close.""Really?" I shot her a look, hoping my surprise wasn't impolite. "Then why did

you want to become an Afterlife Assistant?""I thought it would be fun."Not sure this job was

supposed to be fun, but hey, whatever floated her boat."Right. Good luck with becoming a

Reaper,” I said hoping this was the end of the conversation and taking a sharp turn towards the

dormitories. The wide hallways and glass-stained windows throughout the whole school were

beautiful, and this wing wasn't any different."Nope. I'm training to become a Valkyrie too,"

Aellyn happily announced, still trotting beside me.My eyes widened as I studied the Elf. No

wind magic, leafy tendrils curling around her ears, and certainly no history or ties with

Odin."Mmmm..." I hummed, a little lost for words. Someone else besides a Wind Child training

to be a Valkyrie was highly unlikely. So much so, I doubted whether she was even telling the

truth. Why would the Afterlife Academy even accept a Wood Elf for this course?Not noticing my

apprehension, Aellyn bounced up and down. "I know! So awesome. I'm super excited, even if I

know nothing about death or Velhella yet.""Valhalla," I corrected her, slightly annoyed that she

didn't even know the right name for Odin's hall of souls. It would've been okay if she said

Walhalla, or Valhöll, or Valhall... But Velhella? No. Just no."Oh, right. Sorry." She swayed from

left to right with a little happy squeal. "I'm so excited to be here!""I can tell," I noted.

Disinterested, I flipped through the welcome brochure featuring some of the classes and

particularly bizarre places on campus like the Wolf Barn, the Ice Lake, or the Lava Fountain.

Weird areas for a human university, completely natural for an elemental academy that dealt

with death and souls.Aellyn chattered away next to me, but I only listened with half an ear. I

wasn't particularly interested in making friends with a Wood Elf and silently begged I wouldn't

be sharing my room with her.There were a surprising amount of other students in the



dormitory, crowding up the entrance and corners. Second-year Valkyries accompanied by their

wolf familiar and third-years flaunting their black wings. The familiar rattling of keys and

leathery wings was a sound I grew up with and made me feel right at home.For centuries, this

dorm was the home away from home for Wind Children. And one random Wood Elf.If my

grandparents heard Aellyn got accept for a Valkyrie course, they'd be blowing up the phone

with complaints. I wasn't entirely sure I disagreed. Elves had no business with Odin, Asgard, or

Valhalla.Almost every student shot the pink Elf a weird look, but nobody approached or

bothered her. Not that it surprised me. We were taught to mind our own business and if this

Wood Elf thought she could become a Valkyrie, it would be the teacher's job to tell her she

couldn't."Oh, this is my room." Aellyn halted and jingled her keys. "Would you like to come

in?""No, thank you," I declined politely. With a smile, I left her on her doorstep and followed the

declining numbers down until I reached room four.The door shrieked open into an empty

welcome. I thudded down onto my mattress, embracing the pillow that flattened

immediately.Damn. I should've brought my own one filled with buckwheat instead of this

flouncy thing.With a little time to relax, I loosened my black tie and studied the other side of the

room. The bed was still untouched, but there was luggage standing on her side.. I didn't

recognise the crest on her suitcase, but I could tell she packed light. Only that for the whole

semester?Bold.I hoped that meant she'd do her laundry often. I didn't want to bunk with a

smelly Wind Child, or worse, a Wood Elf. Why was she even here? Did not enough Wind

Children apply?Who knew.I hung back against the wall, keeping a close eye on the clock. I

certainly didn't want to be late for my first practicum later. There were rumours going around

that we'd get to practice on actual humans in our first lesson, but I didn't know if that was true

or not. All Valkyries were oddly mysterious and vague about the courses and the rest of their

job. Whether that was inherent for Valkyries or just Wind children wasn't clear to me.The

rattling of a key turning in the lock pulled me out of my thoughts and I sat up, excited to meet

my roommate.3"You?" I frowned as my new roommate pushed the door open. "This has to be a

mistake."Instead of another Wind Child, an Asian-looking girl stepped into my room. I

recognised her from in Hagen's class, but I could be mistaken. They all kind of looked the

same."Hi. I'm Hotaru Ryoko, I'm your new roommate. Nice to meet you." With a polite bow,

Hotaru placed her bag down next to the other bed and sat down."I don't think so. This is the

Valkyrie wing." I pointed at myself. "Wind Children only."The girl held up her keys. "This is what

the administrative office told me.""Then the administrative office was mistaken," I snapped. I

grabbed her by the arm, ignoring how hot her skin felt, and dragged her out of my room. If they

thought I was going to bunk with a Dragon, they were sorely mistaken.The muttering and

murmurs in the hall ceased as I pulled the girl along. The second -and third-years whispered in

hushed tones as they stared at the spectacle I was causing.They could look all they wanted, I

wasn’t going to let this slide.I stomped across the courtyard and into the long hall with the

beautiful coloured lights on the floor, determined to sort out this mistake at once.The Shinigami

at the desk looked up as I slammed my hand down."Yes?" she croaked."There's been a

mistake. You've placed a Dragon in the Valkyrie hall. Unless..." I turned to the girl. Horuta?

Hutora? I couldn't remember. "Don't tell me you're also taking Valkyrie 101.""No, I'm here to

become a Shinigami," she said."Thank fuck for that." I turned back to the secretary. "So yeah,

she definitely has keys to the wrong room.""What room number are we talking about?""Valkyrie

wing, first floor, number four." I ground my teeth, trying to keep the anger down."Ah, I see. Ylva

Helgudóttir and Hotaru Ryoko. No, there was no mistake made."I pushed Hotaru towards the

secretary. "No mistake? Can't you see she's not a Wind Child? She's not even studying to be a

Valkyrie."The old lady shrugged. "Unfortunately, the Shinigami dorm is unusually full this year.



Compromises had to be made."I groaned. "Which means I have a Dragon as a

roommate?""Yes, certainly for the first semester. When a room frees up in the Shinigami wing,

Miss Hotaru is free to move.""Great. Just my luck," I muttered as I shuffled away. Judging from

the steel gaze of the old Dragon, the conversation was over anyway.The girl behind me bowed

again, her ponytail falling down her face. "I'm sorry to have caused this inconvenience. Please

forgive me.""Ugh, it's fine." I waved her apology away, a little weirded out by it."I'm pleased to

make your acquaintance, Ylva."I rolled my eyes. "Yeah, yeah, likewise, Hotaru.""Actually, my

first name is Ryoko. Hotaru is my family name.""Really?" My voice echoed weirdly in the hall.

"Then why do you keep introducing yourself with Hotaru first?""It's custom where I'm

from.""Aha... It's a little confusing."Ryoko stayed silent for a moment before she nodded. "I'll

make a note of it."It was weird walking back through the Valkyrie wing with Hota— Ryoko next

to me. All eyes were on me, most of them filled with curiosity. They wanted to know what the

Dragon was doing in our dorm and I didn't blame them.I wished I could've kicked up more fuss,

but the old lady was strangely scary. Even so, how bad could it be? As long as she kept to her

side of the room and didn't bother me too much, it would be fine.The whispers and gossiping

started before I pulled the door shut. I'd certainly be the talk of the dormitory by the time it was

lunch.Oh well. Not the worst way to make a name for myself.I sat down on my bed and

watched my new roommate silently unpack her bags. She didn't bring much and her closet was

quickly filled with white shirts and dark ties. Apart from a her clothes, she brought a rice cooker

and a set of chopsticks.She was that kind of person, huh? Unpacking on day one?I looked at

my own bags and yawned. My stuff could stay there for a little longer. I'd just find what I needed

and make do that way."Would you like some help with that?" Ryoko asked, pointing at my

bags."No, thanks. I'm good.""Okay. I'm going to shower.""Oookay..." What a weirdo. Showering

in the middle of the day, right after the first class? What a strange idea.At least that gave me

some time to be alone and sort out my thoughts so far. A Wood Elf as a Valkyrie classmate and

a Dragon living in my room. Certainly not how I thought my college years were going to be.But

it was fine. I didn't have to associate with them, beside the necessary arrangements in class.

There were plenty of Wind Children to make friends with and get the weirdos off my radar.With

my new roommate showering, I grabbed my jacket from the chair and shoved my keys in my

pocket. I didn't know much about Dragons, but I heard they were supposedly very ill-tempered.

Irrelevant though. I wasn't particularly interested in observing one up close.I pulled our door

shut as quietly as possible, hoping that she wouldn't notice I left.Back out into the hall,

conversation froze and the other students stared at me. Great. The gossiping already started

then.One of them broke free from a group and walked up to me, her wings about as dark and

impressive as I'd seen. Whoever she was, she had every reason to flaunt."You. You're new,

right?""Yes." My heart thundered in my chest. I hoped they didn't think I was happy with having

a Shinigami student in the dorm. That would be the fast way for me to head towards the bottom

of the social chain."What's up with Dragon in your room?"Everyone stared at me, the tension

palpable in the air."No idea." I shrugged, pulling a face. "I tried to get it overturned, but they

wouldn't let me. Stupid school, right?"The silence weighed heavily on me as I waited for her

answer. Judging from the stripes on her uniform, she was a third-year and potentially the head-

bitch in charge. If she was, I didn't want to make her my enemy."What's your name?" she

asked, studying me from top to toe."Ylva, daughter of Helga.""West Wind?""Yes."She nodded

and the girls behind her quickly followed suit. Definitely the leader of a clique then."I'm Flavia,

daughter of Flavia. East," she introduced herself, her name familiar. I heard of her mother. She

was from the main family line, which meant this girl was noble and heir to her clan. One day,

she'd be the matriarch of all the East districts.She held out her hand and even from where I



was standing, I could feel and hear her wind magic coursing through her veins. She was

powerful, incredibly so. Even if she wasn't born as the heir to her clan, she could've gained that

position by sheer force."Nice to meet you," I said, quickly extending my arm to greet her. I

pressed my palm against her forearm, slightly intimidated by how wild her magic felt. There

was a small tornado raging through her and I wouldn't want to be there when she unleashed

it.Consciously, I tugged on my own magic, directing it towards where Flavia was touching me. I

wouldn't match her, but I didn't want her to think I was meek and powerless.She tweaked an

eyebrow as my wind reached her and an understanding smile curled around her lips. "I see."I

repressed the need to reply with a snarky or smart comment and just stayed silent while I

exhausted my reservoir of magic to impress her."Ylva, right?""Yes.""You have potential. I’ll see

you around." She finally released her grip on me and strode back to her group of friends. On

her sign, they followed her through the hallway to wherever they had to go. The others shot me

a last look but returned to their own business soon enough.Nobody else approached me,

nobody else talked to me, nobody invited me. It was clear that Flavia had her first pick of who

she wanted in her squad and unless she rejected me publically, I was off limits for any other

groups. Just typical Wind Children custom when it came to friend groups.I checked my watch,

surprised by the time. My next lecture would start in not too long and I didn't want to be late.

That was just rude.But hey, not a bad start for the first day. I got noticed by an established

group of Wind Children, which could make my college career. Mamma would be proud.I made

a mental note to write her about it before grabbing my map of the school and finding my next

class. Wolf training.4Just like the others wanting to become Valkyries, I arrived ten minutes

early at the Barn. Nice and punctual, as it should be. The only person missing was the one girl

that shouldn't even be here. The Wood Elf. As expected.I shook my head slightly as I leaned

against the wall, making sure I left plenty of distance between me and my classmates. Nobody

liked being crowded while waiting.Even the teacher was already here, which wasn't a surprise

either. From her sharp nose and the elegant markings engraved in the side of her face, she

was part of the East Wind tribe. Old too. Most women didn't get markings until they'd been

serving as a Valkyrie for at least three hundred years.Whoever she was, there was no doubt

she was a formidable woman and I was excited to learn from her.Two minutes after the hour,

Aellyn strolled into sight. "Hiya!"She didn't seem to notice that everyone gave her the stink eye,

but that wasn't a surprise. She seemed quite dense."Took you long enough," Astrid

sneered."Huh?" The Wood Elf checked her watch. "I'm on time, aren't I?""You weren't early,

which means you were late," my nemesis spat back, and despite my reluctance, I had to agree

with her. Nothing was more annoying than tardy people."Sorry?" She shrugged, clearly not

bothered.Silly Elf. If she was going to survive a whole semester, let alone a year, with us, she

really needed to brush up on what was and wasn't appropriate. Saying things like Velhalla and

being late would just make her even more of an outcast than she already was."Silence, pupils."

The teacher clapped her hands, quickly drawing attention to herself. "I'm Brynhild and I'll be

teaching you everything you need to know about your dusk wolf.""Exciting," Aellyn whispered,

somehow aiming her observation at me. I didn't know why she thought I wanted to converse,

so I just ignored her. I really wasn't going to be caught buddying up with the pink-haired

foreigner."Within the Barn, we have seven dusk wolf pups. One for each of you. They're only

four weeks old, so their mother is still there. Do not approach a pup without her permission.

You will lose a hand."Someone raised their hand. "Why do we need to go in so early

then?""Dusk wolves are extremely aggressive unless they've imprinted on an elemental at a

young age. Failing to complete this process will result in a fractured bond between you and the

wolf." Brynhild traced the markings on her face, her eyes narrowing. "If you fail to secure a



connection between you and the wolf, you'll never have this opportunity again.""But—"Brynhild

shot a dark look at the mouthy girl. "Never. Again. The Academy already has a hard time

breeding enough pups, we won't waste them on someone that isn't worth it."I gulped, my silver

wind tingling nervously up and down my arm. I grew up with Azur, Mamma's dusk wolf. I rode

her like a horse when I was small enough and slept in her paws when I was scared. I'd been

looking forward to having my own companion for as long as I could remember.The idea of

failing was just not acceptable. I would have a dusk wolf, even if it was the last thing I did. A

Valkyrie without one was just not complete."After you," the teacher said, introducing the

darkness to us.The doors to the Barn shrieked open, dust and hay fluttering up from the

undisturbed scene. A low, threatening growl accompanied a set of piercing red eyes

reminiscent of a blood moon.Despite having grown up around a dusk wolf, I didn't feel too

comfortable going in."Everyone, be quiet. Get on your knees," Brynhild demanded. "As

Valkyries in training, you'll have to learn to trust your instinct.""Really?" someone hissed back,

earning herself another guttural growl from the mother wolf. That was enough convincing for

me.Quickly, I sank down onto the floor. The hay was rough against my skin but somehow

reassuring. I couldn't really see much in the dark, apart from the red eyes that seemed to follow

me wherever I crawled.A sudden slam had my heart jumping out of my throat and the small

sliver of light disappeared as our teacher shut the door. There went our escape... Did she want

to get us killed?With ragged breathing, I waited for her further instructions, but she just stayed

silent. Waiting, leaving us to stew in our own sweat and worry."What do we do?" someone else

asked, shuffling around noisily.The red eyes flashed and we all shuffled backwards, trying to

get as far away from the protective mother.The teacher hadn't given us many instructions, but

luckily, I'd been reading up on them ever since I was little. I didn't really think it was fair to share

my knowledge, but then again, I also didn't want my classmates to get bitten."When raised

right, the dusk wolf can learn to merge with shadows and even grow wings similar to Valkyries.

They're most aggressive during the night and are one of the fiercest companions of the

shadow realm," I whispered hastily, making sure not to take my eyes off of the wolf. I didn't

want her to suddenly pounce and rip out my throat."The bite of a mature dusk is poisonous and

known to give suicidal thoughts. Approaching them without an offering or gift is like signing a

death certificate," a voice added behind me.Another threatening growl had us all crawling

closer together and I could swear I heard one of the girls sob. Certainly an interesting way to

teach...I studied the Barn, my eyes gradually getting used to the dark. An offering could be

anything, but the best gift was raw meat. Venison, hare, boar, anything gamey would do the

trick."There's a bucket hanging on that hook," I said, pointing at the wall."Let's grab it." Aellyn

foolishly charged ahead, tripped over someone else's limbs, and thudded in range of the dusk

wolf.The mother jumped up, pushing her whimpering pups behind her. She revealed a sharp

set of teeth, one that looked like they could tear a man in half. Her red eyes flickered, darkly

and deadly. The threat was clear.Like one body, my other classmates and I moved back, trying

to get as far away from the vicious dusk wolf as possible. It was every Elf for themselves.The

wolf howled and with a powerful jump, she crashed down onto the pink-haired girl. Aellyn

screamed, her voice echoing against the walls of the Barn.That was it. The first casualty of the

year and it was only day one. This was why other elementals didn't become Valkyries. It was

just too dangerous for them. Such a fool."Move!" Brynhild commanded, driving a wedge

between the students. "Grey, get down!""Stop!" Aellyn shrieked."Halt!" the teacher screamed,

channelling the air in the barn into a freezing cold and using it to drive the mother back.The

wolf bared her teeth and pushed her pups backwards. Cautiously, she stepped aside, revealing

the pink-haired body on the floor."Oh my, stop! It tickles!" The Wood Elf's laugh carved through



the silence, like nails on a chalkboard.Did Elves laugh when they died? What?I crept through

the stunned students, hoping to see a bit better. The dusk wolf was crouched in the back, all

her puppies sheltered under her belly, except for one. The one that was happily licking Aellyn's

face and growling playfully."What the—""Out! Everyone out!" Brynhild screamed, throwing the

doors open and chasing us out before I could see more. "I need to talk to Aellyn. Out!"Driven

out by the moving bodies, I found myself standing outside with the doors slammed shut in my

face."Shit," I muttered, sharing a look of disbelief with the other girls. "Did that just happen?""I

thought for sure she was dead," someone else said, frowning as she did."She should've been,"

Astrid huffed. "Stupid Wood Elf messing everything up."I held up my hand, trying to sort out my

baffled thoughts. "Still... Did she just have a cub imprint on her? At this age?""Looked like it,"

the girl behind me weighed in. She shrugged and swung her backpack over her shoulder.

"Whatever, we'll get our chance next week. I'm bored."The other students exchanged a glance

or two, nodded to each other, and followed her down the earth path back to the main

building.Confusion swirled through me, leaving me wondering if this really just happened.

Imprinting with dusk wolves was a tricky affair and plenty of Wind Children graduated without a

companion. There was no way that a stupid Elf managed to forge that bond already, right?I

stared at Astrid, who seemed just as frozen as me."Unbelievable," she said, pointing at the

Barn. "You saw that too, right?""Yes. Why didn't the mother rip her to pieces?"My fair-headed

nemesis sighed. "No idea. I don't like it, Ylva. A Wood Elf trying to become a Valkyrie?"Despite

my dislike for Astrid, my feelings aligned with her. It was just all kinds of wrong for Aellyn to be

here. Especially if she was going to upstage us in some way."It's a little weird," I

admitted."Maybe she's cheating?""Maybe..." I finally turned on my heels to leave the Barn

behind me. It didn't look like the teacher and the Elf were going to come out any time soon.

Which was fine. I'd question Aellyn later."Must be. There's no way a dusk wolf would let her

approach her pups like that.""Agreed." I nodded, suddenly realising what I was doing. Was I

having a conversation with Astrid? One that didn't involve us insulting each other or calling

slurs?No, that couldn't be right. Yikes."I'll have a wolf imprint on me next time," I said quickly,

hoping to erase the friendly atmosphere between us. I never liked Astrid growing up and I

wasn't about to start. She was a pretentious, entitled, whiny bitch that knew nothing about

being an actual decent person."Yeah, you wish. I'm going to have one imprint first," she

sneered back.That was more like it."Whatever you say, Astrid." I waved her goodbye, taking off

towards the dorms. Part of me was annoyed by the Wood Elf, but another part of me was

curious too.I knew dusk wolves, they didn't react like this when they had cubs. Maybe Astrid

was right. She must be cheating... And I was going to find out how.5Would my new roommate

be in?Quickly, I crossed through the dormitory towards my room. Luckily, most of the groups

that seemed to hang in the hall and window nooks weren't here. They must've been in their

own classes.Good. I didn't need more inquiries about the Dragon squatting in my room. It was

awkward enough as it was.With my heartbeat thundering in my throat, I pushed my keys into

the lock and opened the door. A line of sunlight fell into the room, almost like a natural divider

between my side and Ryoko's.It looked empty."Hello?" I called out, just to make sure she

wasn't here. I didn't want to get trapped in another torturously polite conversation with

her.Silence.Yay.I fell down on the bed, my arms folded under my head like wings. Academy life

so far had been a lot more eventful than I thought. The wolves, the Dragon roommate, and a

conversation with the head squad. A good start to the year."You're doing well," I pep-talked

myself, patting myself on the head. "You got this. You're going to impress the other students,

make the popular kids your friends, and you'll be in with the crowd!"The excitement of the day

unfurled from my stomach, filling me with energy and giddiness. This was everything I ever



wanted.Pleased, I did a little dance with the sun. In the middle of my room, I twirled and fist-

pumped to celebrate how great my day was going so far. I knew dancing on my own was

dorkish, but I didn't care. The music within me compelled me to move, to shake, to jump.Lost in

my own song and the rhythm drumming from my heart to my feet, I danced. The best way to

initiate this room as my new home. With the magic of the wind surging through my veins, it

almost felt like I was floating. One day, I'd have wings and truly be weightless, but until that day,

I had dancing."Ummm... Excuse me."The sudden voice startled me and I froze.The dark-haired

girl made an awkward bow and shuffled to her side of the room. "Sorry to interrupt.""That's

okay. Shouldn't you be in class?" I asked, silencing my dislike towards her. It wasn't her fault

that she had entered my room. She lived here too, whether I liked it or not."My teacher

dismissed us early."I snorted involuntarily. "Seems they all do that a lot.""How so?""Nothing." I

waved my comment away and fell back on my bed. "Ouch!""You okay?" Ryoko rushed to my

side, concern painted on her face."I sat on something." I turned to examine my sheets,

wondering what the pile of dark fur and spikes was. "What is this?""I'm sorry." My roommate

plucked the weird blob up, cuddling it tight. "I must not have closed the cage properly.""Cage?"

My heart thundered at the sight of the furball. We weren't allowed to have animals in the dorm

and whatever this was, it seemed violent. I sat on it and it decimated my butt. "What is it? A

sewer hamster?""It's a dust bunny. Her name is Pickles.""Pickles," I replied sceptically, staring

my roommate up and down. She was crazy if she had that as a pet, let alone kept it in our

room. Why? Why would anyone want to bring a prickly bunny to college? "What even is a dust

bunny?""You don't know? It's a type of domestic rabbit. They like dark things, which is why

Pickles jumped on your pillow. They're very cuddly though."I scoffed, glaring at my roommate.

What was she on? With her ridiculously neat hair and her big, dark eyes, she looked crazy.

Delusional. What was cuddly about this prickly heap of hamster? Bunny. Whatever."I'm sorry,

Ylva. It won't happen again." Ryoko bowed again and shot me a pleading look. "Please don't

tell the school I brought her.""This could get you detention?" I asked, earning a nod. Huh.

Interesting… Too many detentions would get her expelled... Which meant, a room all for myself.

Tempting. But I couldn't do that. I didn't know much about Dragons, but I heard their rage was

vicious and inescapable. I certainly didn't want to get caught up in something like that, not over

a bunny. And it was the right thing to do."I'll keep it a secret," I agreed. "But don't let it get on

my bed anymore. My butt hurts.""I'm sorry. Would you like me to look at it?""At my butt? No

thanks." I countered, covering my bottom as I blushed. Why was I blushing? Not wanting a

stranger to touch me was normal. That was for significant others only. And yet...Ryoko

shrugged and crouched down to push the spiky bunny in a hidden cage under her bed. "It's

okay now, Pickles. She didn't mean to sit on you. You're just so cute and camouflaged. Yes, you

are. Yes, you are."Yup. Delusional.I rubbed my hand over my butt, wincing at the tiny spots it

poked in my skin. Vicious little thing that was. I hoped it was at least useful.Pickles rattled softly

against the bars of the cage, hopping and waving her spines. Her vacant white eyes stared

straight into my soul. What a weird creature. And creepy.I'd certainly lose sleep knowing he

was sitting under Ryoko's bed, staring at me, waiting to get out and jump back on my bed."So,

what's the purpose of the dust bunny?" I asked, trying to peel my gaze away from him."It has

no real purpose," Ryoko replied, feeding Pickles a little cotton ball and a handful of cardboard

strips. "It's just cute.""I think we have a different definition of cute," I muttered under my breath.

"I don't like it.""I'll try and keep it out of your way.""You better. I don't want that ugly thing on my

bed again."As soon as I said that, Ryoko's face fell. Her lips tensed into a straight line and hurt

flashed through her eyes. For a moment, it looked like she was going to lash out at me and I

braced for the rumoured rage of the Dragons.Instead, she averted her eyes and tensed her



hands into fists. "I'm sorry, it won't happen again."She locked the cage, her face emotionless

and blank. Tension and anger surrounded her, filling the air with almost palpable rage. And yet,

she said nothing. With a quick bow, she turned her back to me and left. The door fell into the

lock, slamming loudly. The only sound of her fury.A strange feeling filled me, something that

clenched my chest. I felt the urge to apologise, but that was ridiculous. Apologies weren’t

something we did."Whatever," I muttered, making sure to check my bed before sitting back on

it. I didn't want any more encounters with her dust bunny.I checked the cage and Pickles stared

back at me."What are you looking at," I sneered, freaked out by the strange silent creature. I

hadn't meant to insult Ryoko by calling her pet creepy, but it was. The white eyes, the strange

spikes, and the scratchy sounds she made. This was almost worse than having a Dragon for a

roommate, but now I'd have to put up with this useless ball of fluff. If only it had a purpose, I

could've gotten on board with it.The toilet flushed and the door of the bathroom shrieked open.

Quickly, I grabbed the closest book I had and flipped it open, pretending I was engrossed.

Ryoko was weird and in a way, slightly terrifying. I didn't really want to talk more than I needed

to.Over the edge of my book, I watched the Dragon potter around her side of the room. A stack

of books emerged from her bag and were stacked high on her desk. She placed a photo frame

on her nightstand and dusted the glass. She seemed lost in her own world or she was

incredibly good at pretending I wasn't here. Whichever it was, there was something annoyingly

fascinating about the way she did things. Everything was meticulous, neat, and restrained.I

looked at my own side, a little self-conscious about the two massive suitcases and three duffel

bags. I certainly hadn't packed light, but then... I was here for a whole semester. I wasn't going

to do my laundry every week. Who had time for that?Seemingly happy, Ryoko nodded to

herself and sat down on the bed. A stray glint of sun caught on her arm and my breath froze in

my throat. Scales rippled along Ryoko's arm, golden and barely visible.As soon as she moved

out of the sun, the golden scales vanished and her arm returned to skin. Almost as if nothing

happened, but I knew what I saw.Was this a normal thing for Dragons?It was beautiful...No. I

didn't want to be fascinated by her. I didn't care and I certainly hadn’t come to the Academy to

learn more about Dragons. I was here to become a Valkyrie. That was all I wanted to learn, that

was all I was here for.I forced my attention back on my book, pushing the visual of the golden

plates out of my mind. I had no interest in Ryoko or what she was. I didn't care, I didn't

care.And yet, my gaze kept flicking up from the pages to stare at the young woman across the

room. Lost in her own book, she just sat on her bed. Reading undisturbed while the sun

danced around her, almost in a caressing way. It was... weird. Enchanting.A strange sensation

curled through my stomach, something I couldn't place. Like a strange spring, coiled too tight,

my gut clenched as I watched the Dragon. She didn't look disturbed or mad at me.Actually, it

didn't look like she even noticed I was here...A different feeling engulfed me, like a heavy

blanket weighing me down. What was going on with me? Why did I feel so strange around her?

It must be her aura that was freaking me out.I nodded to myself. Yes, that had to be it. She was

a weird, foreign creature and I just wasn't used to her presence. That had to be it... Right?6A

note on the corkboard outside of the main building cancelled Afterlives 101 and had me just as

confused as the other students gathered at the bulletin board."No class? On our second day?"

an Elf voiced, scratching his pointy ears. "But we're supposed to learn all about the different

afterlives?"With my hands stuffed in my pocket, I looked at Astrid and shrugged. I didn't really

like her, but she was the only familiar face. Well, her, the pink-haired Wood Elf, and the Dragon

roommate. But the last two were hardly competitors for my time."Guess we have the rest of the

day off then. I'm hungry," I stated."I could eat." Astrid broke free from the group and positioned

herself next to me. "Don't think this makes us friends, Ylva."I snorted sarcastically, making sure



to roll my eyes. "Of course, not. Not in a million years.""You have a map?"I held up the

brochure. "Right here."Ready to find myself something tasty to eat, I turned on my heels and

came face to face with the pink-haired Elf. Aellyn?"Hello."The scent of wet moss and soil

wafted up from her, filling the stone hallways with a sliver of forest."Hi?" I said, cautiously

stepping back. I didn't particularly care for her smell."Are you going to the dining hall

too?""Ummm... Yes?" I replied, wishing I lied the moment the words left my mouth."I was

headed there too. Come on, we'll go together!"Oh, no. I didn’t want to go with her. But could I

be so rude to decline her offer right in her face?Hesitantly, I exchanged a weird glance with

Astrid who shrugged and shook her head."Sure?" I replied, earning a loud scoff from her.My

fellow Wind Child pulled up her eyebrow and stuck her nose up, not in the least bit subtle about

her dislike for the Wood Elf. "Over my dead body. I'm going back to the dorm. Beat you later,

Ylva.""Awww, looks like it's just you and me!" Aellyn cheered, clapping her hands and jumping

up and down so excitedly, that her pigtails bounced."Yaaay," I voiced, trying not to sound too

sarcastic. Luckily, the Wood Elf didn't seem to catch on on my hesitation. Instead, she just

unfolded her own map and pulled me along to the dining hall.The entire school was buzzing

with other students from various years, either hanging out in groups or moving in swarms. Did

nobody have class? By the gods, so much for education...A couple of people shot me weird

glances as I walked next to the Wood Elf, but I shrugged it off. If I was them, I'd be staring too. I

still thought it was weird that she was in Valkyrie 101 instead of Reaper 101. That didn't make

sense.Oh, that reminded me... What happened between her and Brynhild after the dusk wolf

event? Was it nosy to ask her about it or was it the polite thing to do? Making conversation

could be considered polite and I really wanted to know."Hey, Aellyn?""Yes?" she quipped,

bouncing up and down cheerily."You stayed a little longer after How To Train Your Wolf with

Brynhild. What happened?"The pink-haired girl bobbed up and down in glee. "Oooh, you won't

believe it. We had this a-ma-zing conversation and she let me pet Grey. Oh, she was so sweet

and gorgeous. And I got to play with the pups too. One of them licked my nose.""You played

with the wolf pups?" I asked, frowning sceptically. Dusk wolves were notoriously protective over

their young. Even if Grey was Brynhild's companion, she wouldn't just let anyone near her

young ones."Yes! Oh, they're so cute. They tried to chase each other, but they can't walk

properly yet so it was a belly chase. You should've seen it."I tipped my head to the side. "You're

talking about dusk wolf pups, right?""Yup.""Really??" I couldn't mask the disbelief in my voice.

Why would a wolf allow a strange Wood Elf this kind of privilege?"Yes. Back home, we had a

den of moon wolves. They're a little smaller and they only come out at night, but they behave

the same way. I used to spend hours playing with the little cubs."We arrived at the dining hall,

which was surprisingly packed with other students. Did nobody go to their lectures?I'd planned

on ditching the Wood Elf as soon as I got here, but her story fascinated me. How did her

experience with the moon wolves relate to the way Grey interacted with her?"Wolf-mothers are

generally very aggressive and protective over their young though. What did you do that she

didn't attack you?" I asked.Aellyn swung her pink backpack down on a table and sat down.

"They're not that scary when you know them well.""I actually grew up with a dusk wolf," I

pointed out, feeling strangely attacked by her statement. She wasn't the only one that had

experience with them, we just weren't so foolish to think they weren't dangerous. Stupid

Elf."Oh, okay then... Anyway, I just stayed completely still to let Grey know I wasn't there to hurt

her young and let them all sniff me. I also scratched her under her chin, which is something

moon wolves love, so I figured, why not try? Right? Also, are you going to sit down?"I wrinkled

my nose at her question, wishing she hadn't pointed out I hadn't actually sat down. Now that I

had some time to study the dining hall, the dynamics were quickly becoming clear. Despite the



lack of markings or assigned areas, the hall was divided into clear sections.There were groups

of Guardians and Angels scattered throughout the hall, some of them even sitting together with

Banshees. Looked like they got along without a problem. However, that wasn't the case for the

other three types of AAs.A group of Reapers hung in the far corner, occupying a whole bunch

of tables and glaring at anyone that dared come too close. With their dark hoods and sharp

scythes, they certainly looked intimidating for Elves. There were strict rules against them using

the blade for anything else than cutting souls loose, but I certainly wouldn’t want to get in a

scuffle with any of them.In the other corner, a head group of Shinigami possessed three tables

with their backpacks and weird shadowy tendrils. They didn’t seem hostile, but it was clear they

wanted to be left alone. Approaching was a risk not worth taking.My fellow Valkyries were

seated in the middle of the room, with the centre table dominated by Flavia and her little group.

And they'd spotted me. One of them even waved me over. If they witnessed me sitting down in

no man's land with this Wood Elf, I could as well sign myself up to be a Valkyrie outcast.No, I

couldn't let that happen."Sorry, I just saw some of my friends over there," I lied to Aellyn. I didn't

think Flavia's squad would take kindly to being labelled as my friends, but I'd rather associate

with them than be the Wind Child that was friends with the Wood Elf. That was just not

done."Oh... Okay." Aellyn nodded as she rummaged through her bag. "Sure... I guess I'll see

you in class?""Yeah, you will." Hastily, I waved her away and sprinted towards Flavia's group.

They all had their dark wings out and took up two whole tables for themselves, but everybody

was letting them. One of the girls paraded towards the Wind Children buffet and everyone

stepped aside so she could choose whatever she wanted. They were clearly the popular

Valkyries around.I halted in front of their table, directing my attention to Flavia. If she accepted

my presence, none of the others would say anything about it."Hi, guys!" I crossed my fingers,

hoping I hadn't mistaken their invitation."Ylva. Join us," the leader said, gesturing to an empty

seat.Quickly, I dropped my bag and sat into the chair before they could change their mind. I

wanted to be part of this group.Flavia folded her arms, her muscles rippling dangerously under

her skin. Not that it was any surprise. From what I experienced before, it was clear she held

real power and wasn't afraid to use it. The tattoos creeping out from underneath her shirt were

trophies of her acclaimed status and victories."So... No class?" she said, tweaking her eyebrow

curiously."No, it was cancelled.""Yours too?" the girl said that returned from the buffet. She

frowned deeply as she set down a plate of food. "Weird."Flavia pushed her short hair behind

her ears and clapped her wings. "Girls, manners. Introductions."The woman on her right side

spoke first. "Oda, daughter of Octavia.""Alva, daughter of Alva," another introduced."Dagmar,

daughter of Dahab.""Kaia, daughter of Kai."I just nodded along, barely registering their names.

I'd never remember them, but that was fine. The only one I needed to know was Flavia's and

potentially Oda, her right-hand woman. The others were just fluff and filler. Not nearly important

enough to worry about learning their names for now.Flavia gestured to me. "So, Ylva... Tell us

something about yourself.""Uumm... Okay. I'm from the West tribe, I don't have any siblings,

and I've always wanted to be a Valkyrie."Oda hummed, running her fingers through her dark

hair. "Are you from a noble family?"My face heated up. That was a very direct question and not

something I imagined being asked on my first day. I wasn't ashamed to be from a side family,

but I knew some noble families regarded us as lesser. I was about to find out whether any of

the girls had opinions like that.But then... They didn't know me. I could just lie... None of them

were from my tribe, they didn't know who was and wasn't noble."Yes, I'm from a noble

family.""Really?" Oda nodded. "Ace. You'll fit right in.""We needed a new sixth member," Flavia

said. "You'll do, Ylva, daughter of Helga.""Yesss," I hissed, quickly realising that wasn't a very

cool thing to do. "I mean... I wouldn't have expected anything less."I needed to train my



composure if I was going to fit in with these icy women and their nonchalant demeanours.

Subtly, I studied Flavia's mannerism and pulled my shoulders back like she did. I didn’t have

the wings to really pull it off, but I could start practising. It wouldn’t be long until I could hold my

own against Flavia. She was tough, beautiful, and had all the girls in line. A good role model to

have.She rose from her seat. "We have class.""Oh, okay," I stammered. Did I need to stand up

too? Did I have to walk them to their class? What was I supposed to do here?Before I

managed to figure it out, a group of angry looking Reapers approached. Their dark hoods

concealed most of their appearance, but the markings on their capes were rather... memorable.

The one in the front thudded his scythe down on the table, burrowing into the wood. "Flavia."So

much for them not using it for anything else than souls."You're ruining my table, Sim," the

leader of my new squad replied coolly."You're ruining my appetite with your face," Sim

countered, earning some laughter from his gang.Not phased in the slightest, she looked him

up and down with raised eyebrows. "What's with your haircut? Did you fall on your

scythe?""Oooh, burn!" Oda hissed, egging on the other girls to join in.Was I supposed to

engage in the dissing or would that be weird? Was this a normal thing for them just to come

over and kick up a fuss? Did I have to do something? Run away, perhaps? Getting into a fight

on my first day was probably not good for my record."Whatever," Sim muttered, running his

hand through his hair to flatten it."We're leaving. Girls." Flavia turned without dignifying that

with a response, ready to stride away. Just before she did, she flicked her hair back and looked

at me. "Ylva, you can come to my dinner party on Saturday. Third floor, room fifteen. You're

bringing the potato salad."She clacked her heels and strode through the dining hall with the

rest of her girls following her closely. Some lone students quickly scrabbled out of the way while

the other groups just glared at them. Sim and the other Reapers grumbled, but they returned to

their part of the dining hall without starting another fight.Once they were gone, I fell back into

my seat. Relief crashed over me and had my legs trembling uncontrollably. That was not what I

expected from my first lunch. Damn...I knew the rivalries between the Valkyries, Shinigami, and

Reapers existed but I didn't think it would be this... flammable.Even so, that wasn't that

important. Apart from some smack talk, nothing really happened. Maybe it was just a way to

blow off steam and look cool.The real notable event was being invited to her dinner party. That

was a big deal. I'd have my first opportunity to prove I was worthy to be in their friend group.I

was lucky to be recruited on day one. If it hadn't been for the Dragon in my room, I might never

have caught their eye. Hah. At least I got something good out of that miserable situation.

Ish...7"How to make a potato salad," I muttered to myself, pacing back and forth through the

room. With all my classes cancelled, the week had flown by way too fast and suddenly, it was

Saturday morning and my dinner party was right around the corner. If only I hadn't wasted all

my time hanging out in the dormitory halls trying to make friends with the other Valkyrie

students or glare at the dust bunny under Ryoko's bed.I couldn't fail at providing my

contribution to Flavia's dinner. On top of that, I needed to figure out what type of gift to bring

her too. I couldn't arrive without a present for the host. That was just against Wind Child

tradition.But how was I supposed to make a potato salad in my dorm? I didn't have a cooker, or

a pan, or potatoes. Not a great start..."Why are you mumbling about potatoes?" Ryoko asked,

looking up from her books. She hadn't had a single lecture this week either but somehow

decided that meant she needed to study more. Whatever."Not that it's any of your business, but

I'm supposed to make a potato salad for a party later.""I see." She nodded to herself and

returned back to her stack of books. I didn't know much about the Shinigami 101 course, but it

couldn't be as interesting or important as Valkyrie 101. But then, a Dragon or any other

elemental could never serve Odin the way we did."What are you reading?" I asked, checking



my pillow for the dust bunny and thudding down on my bed."I'm revising the lecture I had a

couple of days ago. It's about Yomi-no-kun.""Yomi-no-... What?""Yomi-no-kun. Or the World of

Darkness, if that's easier to remember.""What is it?"Ryoko closed her book to turn and talk to

me. "The afterlife I serve."Right. Every afterlife required different assistants. Valkyries brought

warrior souls to Valhalla, but I didn't know much about any of the others. I should've had a

general afterlife class this week, but it got cancelled. I didn't really care about the other

courses, but there wasn't much else to do than chat with my roommate."So... Who gets into

your Yomi-something-something?" I asked."What do you mean?" Ryoko tilted her head, her

nose wrinkling in confusion."Who deserves to go to your afterlife?"She frowned even harder.

"Everyone? Well, everyone that believes in the World of Darkness.""Hah... Okay then. So there

are no requirements for the souls? Anyone can enter?"Ryoko shrugged again. "Yes. Isn't that

the point of being an Afterlife Assistant? To guide the souls to a place where they won't corrupt

the universe?""Yes, and because we give them an afterlife, they help us. The warrior souls will

fight one last battle in Valhalla."My roommate shot me a look I couldn't decipher, a silence

hanging between us. Just like it had many times since we'd become roommates. Whatever

brief conversation we had, it always seemed to die out quickly.For a moment, it looked like she

was going to argue with me, but instead she nodded. "Okay.""Okay? So you agree I'm

right?""No, I'm just acknowledging your statement." She turned back around and flipped her

book open again. Dust fluttered up in the stripe of sun cast along her desk, speckling the

pattern of scales on her skin. Every ridge defined by the playful shimmer of sunlight, almost

similar to the markings Wind Children earned when they matured."Fine," I muttered under my

breath, grabbing my own book to read. If my whole semester was going to be so boring, I'd just

shoot myself between the eyes. Living with the Dragon wasn't actually a nuisance, in fact, she

was as invisible as a person could be. But that was exactly what got on my nerves.She didn't

argue, she didn't fight, she wasn't loud, and she didn't shower at unreasonable times. No

matter how foul my mood was or how rude I behaved, she stayed polite and considerate.So

annoying.This was why the dorms were split up between the different elementals and courses.

The different races just didn't mix well. Certainly not with their everyone-gets-into-the-afterlife

attitude. What was the point of that?Grim, I turned on my side. "Ouch!!" Not again. "You stupid

dust bunny!"Pickles shot me a guilty look from on my pillow, nestling herself into me with her

prickly spines."How did you even get here? You were just in your cage. Shoo. Go away." I

shuffled as far back as I could, pressing myself into the wall to get away from the animal.

"Ryoko!""I'm so sorry. I don't know what's up with her. She usually doesn't do that." She rushed

to my side of the room and scooped Pickles up in her arms. "It's okay, my little bunnyhop. She

didn't mean to scare you with the screaming. Aww, good little bunny.""Why does she keep

escaping?" I asked, holding the wrist she poked. Her spines were so thin, they just jabbed

straight through my skin and into the flesh underneath. For such a small thing, she inflicted

some serious pain."I don't know," Ryoko admitted as she put Pickles back under her bed. "She

doesn't usually like other people, but she seems to want to snuggle with you.""If she wants to

cuddle, she should stop stabbing me," I complained. "Look what she did to my wrist!""She'll

learn to control it when she gets older. She's still a baby."I growled softly, holding my

annoyance back. "Then why doesn't it hurt for you to pick her up?""Oh, dragon scale skin.

Virtually impenetrable.""Ah. Figures. So only I get stung by your dust monster." I rolled my

eyes. "Great.""I'm sorry for your troubles. Does it hurt?"The Dragon's concern was a meagre

consolation. I didn't need her fussing over me like a mother over a child. I was strong and

powerful, even if I didn't have impenetrable skin."It's not that painful," I lied, covering up the red

spots forming where Pickles pricked me. "Just annoying to have her on my bed all the



time."Ryoko bowed her head, another weird thing she did. "How can I make it up to you?""Ehh,

no need." I waved her proposal away. I didn't want her to owe me anything. I just wanted as

little contact with her as possible. Despite her beautiful scales that rippled in the sunlight and

her strange, but polite mannerisms, I didn't care for it. Her eyes were too piercingly dark and

held something mysterious in them. Their vibe suggested that if I looked too long in them, I

might just lose myself. And I wouldn’t even dislike it."I can make you a potato salad?" she said,

capturing my attention."You would?" I asked before I could stop myself.A triumphant smile

graced her features. "Yes, I could.""Hmm..." I didn't want to owe her anything or even admit I

needed her help. That being said, she did say this was to make up for her dust bunny attack

and if I showed up without the salad, Flavia would probably cast me out. I didn't want

that..."Fine, you can make the potato salad and I'll consider you forgiven," I stated haughtily. I

wasn't sure why she brought this side out of me, but there was just something about her that

rubbed me the wrong way. Maybe it was how she behaved? Like she thought she was better

than me?Okay, so she had no temper and knew how to keep her composure? Big deal. That

didn't make her better than me.Ugh.Ryoko rummaged through her dresser and took out her

rice cooker. "One potato salad coming up. Anything else you'd like?"I frowned. Was I going to

be that person that took advantage? I could have her whip up all sorts of things and really

impress..."No, just the salad," I grumbled, deciding I couldn't be that awful to her. I did have to

live with her for at least a semester and I didn't actually want to be rude. She just made it so

easy."Understood. I'll start right away." She rose from her seat in an annoyingly elegant

manner. She had all the hallmarks of being pretty, for a Dragon.I didn't like admitting it, but a

twinge of jealousy shot through me for the way she held herself. Her flawless hair, her eyes

dark and bright at the same time, with a body that had curves in the right places. If only I

looked like that. Not that beauty really mattered in my society. It was all about strength, power,

and influence.Regardless, there was a grace to the way Ryoko moved. Almost like she floated

on air, and that was big praise from someone with a tornado brewing in her chest. My wind

magic wasn't elegant or sparkly. It was meant for brute force, to shake the world at its core, and

to dominate everything in my way. If I so wanted.Right now, I didn't have much desire for any of

that. All the desire for power somehow seemed irrelevant next to the calm Dragon."How many

people are coming to your dinner party?" Ryoko asked."Not sure... At least six?""Okay. I'll make

enough portions."Her rice cooker hummed to life as she plugged it in and switched the dial on.

From underneath her desk, she pulled a bag of potatoes and a whole box of dry goods.Hah. I

didn't even know she had all that stuff. Why? We had perfectly acceptable food in the dining

hall. But then, Flavia was having her own dinner party, so maybe cooking inside the dorms was

more common than I thought?In any case, this was certainly convenient for me. If I kept being

invited though, I'd have to invest in some cooking gear and brush up on it. I couldn't keep using

the Dragon in my room to bust me out. No way.I didn't need her help or assistance. This was

just a one-time-thing so she could make up for her dust bunny attack.Curious to how she would

make the potato salad, I perked up on the edge of my bed and watched Ryoko pour some

water in a bowl to scrub the potatoes."How are you going to make it?" I inquired, leaning

forward so I could see better. All the labels were in a language I didn’t understand, but I

recognised flour, sugar, and what looked like an assortment of spices."Boil and season some

potatoes, half-mash them with carrots or apples, some spicy mustard, and mayonnaise to

make it creamy.""Sounds tasty," I admitted, licking my lips. I did love a good potato salad, but

I'd never made one before. Came to think of it, I hadn't done much cooking in general. It wasn't

my thing."I'm putting on the potatoes now so they can boil for twenty-five minutes. I'll have to go

look if I have a carrot or apple.""Okay. Is there anything I can do to help?" I offered before I



could stop myself. Why? Wasn't her making this slaw the whole point of her gaining my

forgiveness? It wasn't her fault she made it look kind of fun.The Dragon tapped her chin. "You

could cut up the onion?""Oh, no. That'll make me cry," I quickly replied, already regretting my

suggestion of getting involved.Ryoko chuckled, her laughter rare."What?" I asked, glaring at

her."I'm just surprised you know how to cry," she pointed out, humming to herself as she dug

an apple from her bag. With some lightning quick chopping, she broke the fruit down into small

cubes."Hey, I'm no stranger to a good cry," I argued."If you say so," she replied, her lips curled

into a faint smile.This was kind of nice. In a weird way, her making fun of me was familiar. This

type of banter, it almost felt like something friends would do.Friends.That was a weird thought

and something I hadn't considered yet. Ryoko and I could become friends?8With my bowl of

potato salad, I ventured out into the dormitory. I hadn't breached the third floor yet and for good

reason. It was certainly not acceptable for first-years to enter unless specifically asked. Most of

the girls were shooting me weird looks as I stepped into their hallway, wingless and wolfless. A

clear sign I was a first-year.Part of me beamed with pride that I managed to get in with the it

crowd on my first week here. Another, bigger part of me was just incredibly nervous and

sweaty.I gulped my nerves back, reminding myself that I was invited up here.With my heart

beating in my throat, I braved the long hallway up to room fifteen. Why did it have to be the last

room?The faint music escaping through the cracks of the door was perfectly pleasurable and I

hoped I wasn't under or overdressed.Careful not to drop my bowl, I took a deep breath and

knocked. Time to show all of them how cool I could be.Time passed excruciatingly slow with

the envious and judgmental looks from some of the other third-years hanging in the dormitory

corners. Didn't anyone spend time in their own room?Just as I was about to knock again, the

door swung open and I faced Oda, Flavia's right hand. "Ylva.""Hi!" Wow, I sounded chirpy, a

little too much for my taste. Consciously, I lowered my voice and held out the bowl "I brought

the potato salad?""I can see." Oda nodded as she threw her dark hair over her shoulder and

shouted into the room. "Flaviaaa?"She stepped back to make room for Flavia. The head girl

looked me up and down, nodded to herself, and pulled the door wider open. "Come

in.""Thanks." Grateful to escape the staring eyes, I stepped into a room that was at least three

times bigger than mine. With a crystal chandelier and beautifully stained woodwork, it was hard

to believe this was a student dorm. "Wow. Your room is really big.""I know." Without checking

that I was actually following, she waved me into her room where the other girls were already

seated. Damn, I was the last one even though I made sure to be extra early. I'd make sure that

wasn't the case next time."I brought potato salad," I offered, holding out the bowl again.Oda

tapped me on the shoulder and pointed towards the table stretching through the space. "You

can put it on there. Next to the roasted ham.""Oh, okay." More intimidated than I'd been in my

life and aware that all eyes were on me, I placed Ryoko's potato salad down. "Oh, I also

brought a gift for the host?"From my bag, I pulled a jar of honey that I brought from home. It'd

been a gift from my favourite aunt and it was painful to part with it, but I hadn't managed to find

anything else I could present."How thoughtful," Flavia noted, accepting the jar. "Honey?""Yes,

homegrown from the West."She nodded appreciatively. "Beautiful. Thank you.""You're

welcome."The leader waved Oda over and pushed the jar in her hands. "Put this on my shelf.

Make sure not to break it. It's a precious gift from our new friend."Relief lightened my chest. At

least I got that right and she called me their new friend. If that wasn't progress, I didn't know

what was. Heck yes."Ylva, come sit down." Flavia grabbed me by the arm and pulled me

towards the couch. "Make some room, girls.""Hi." I waved awkwardly, not remembering any of

their names. I'd just have to figure it out as I got along the evening."Sit, sit," Flavia insisted,

pushing me down in the middle of the sofa.Squashed between a bunch of strangers, I



reminded myself that this was a good thing. Somehow. If only I could remember their

names."So..." Flavia put her hands on her strong hips, immediately silencing any of the

conversations the others were having. "Let's talk, Ylva."I wiped my clammy hands on my pants.

"Okay?""Which noble family were you from again?"I gulped. I forgot I'd lied about that... Should

I make up a noble house or pretend I was part of an existing one? What if one of them was

actually from West? No, they would've said already..."The Ylfings Clan, but I doubt you'll have

heard from us. We're very humble, you know?" I lied. So making up a clan based on my own

name it was then... I'd have to pray nobody checked.Flavia nodded. "Are you next in line as the

heir of your family?""Yes." Not technically a lie. I was an only child."Do you have any special

skills?" she went on, tapping the side of her head in a way that just radiated power. Maybe I

shouldn’t be lying to such powerful women. This could backfire quickly if they found out."I'm

really good with handling dusk wolves." Half-lie. I got along great with Azur, but that summed

up my experience with wolves."Interesting..." She shot a look at the other girls and they

nodded approvingly.At least I was doing something right?"Have you always wanted to be a

Valkyrie?"I nodded. Finally, a question I could answer without lying. "Yes, always. It's been a

lifelong dream."The girls next to murmured again, humming in unison.Flavia stared me up and

down, her grilling look making me sweat and ball my hands into invisible fists. She was the

leader of the group and only her opinion counted. If she thought my answers were appropriate,

we could move onto the next step.She clapped her hands, her frown melting away into a smile.

"Perfect. Let's eat."I breathed a sigh of relief. Thank the gods, I got through the first part.Aware

that all the other girls probably had their designated seats at the table, I hung back and waited

until someone told me where I could sit. I didn't want to imagine what would happen if I took

Flavia or Oda's seat by accident. That would just be social suicide.For a moment, nobody

talked while they brought out the dishes and arranged the tables. With a lot of shuffling of

chairs, plates clanking, and cutlery clinking against porcelain, everyone sat down. That just left

the end of the table for me. Great, the spotlight seat...Slowly, I sank down on the chair, making

sure to check their faces for approval. I assumed I was invited to sit and dine with them, but

who knew? This was college. Anything could happen.The girl on my right, whose name I still

didn't know, reached for the jug and poured wine into everyone's glass, including mine. Great. I

didn't realise we were drinking. I'd never been a big fan of alcohol, but I certainly wasn't going

to offend by declining. That was just a dick move."A toast." Flavia rose from her seat and raised

her glass. "To the gods who came before us and the mortals who will come after us.

Skol.""Skol," I voiced, clinking the glass and taking a small sip. The sour taste of the red wine

coated my tongue and brought a weird fruity flavour along. I could swear it was making my

tongue shrink. Yuck."Lovely wine," Oda noted, nodding in approval.The girl on my right

beamed. "Thank you. It's the last barrel of that year.""Thank you for bringing it for us to enjoy,

Dagmar."Ah, so that was her name. I had to remember it... Dagmar was the one with dark hair

and braids on either side of her face. Dagmar with the braids. Okay.Flavia took another sip and

smiled, before picking up the big carving knife to attack the big chunk of roast pork. "Let's

eat."The girls murmured appreciatively as she broke the crust and sliced thick slabs of meat. A

big casserole of greens was passed around, followed by a viscous gravy.I was handed

whatever plate came by and without really looking at it, I scooped it on my plate. That was what

everyone else was doing. All of it seemed cloyingly orchestrated, like adults that had been

doing this for centuries. Even so, none of them could've been doing this for more than three

years. So why were they acting like our parents on official functions?Wasn't college about

having fun while we still could instead of mimicking the boring life ahead?None of them

seemed to mind. In fact, two of them were making pleasantries over my potato salad about



their ranch and the cattle attached to it. They almost made it sound like they owned the farm,

not their parents."It's been a terrible season for the marblows. Our bull only impregnated half of

the cows."The other girl, one with freckles, clacked her tongue while she drowned her pork in

sauce. "Terrible shame. Must be the weather.""Certainly. Those thunderstorms haven't been

kind," the one with the red tips agreed. Her knife scratched hard into the plate, screeching like

nails on a chalkboard. "Sorry.""Mamma says an unknown illness spread to our pigs," Freckles

said while helping herself to a generous portion of pork. She grabbed a big hunk of bread and

held the basket out to me. "Want some?""Sure," I replied, quickly taking one of the end pieces.

Those were my favourite and all the others had left those. The conversation about sick cattle

wasn't really wetting my appetite, but I powered through the food towered on my plate. Meat,

veggies, sauce, and Ryoko's potato salad.Eager to try, I chose a nice big piece and shoved it in

my mouth. Tangy, a little sweet from the apple, crunchy from the onions. Surprisingly creamy

too. Mayonnaise? In a potato salad? That was unusual. I only ever had it with vinegar…Hmmm.

The mayo was a bit weird, but unexpectedly tasty. I'd definitely get her to make it again."Nice

potato salad," Oda commented while inspecting a piece of apple and happily eating

it."Thanks." I smiled awkwardly, feeling a little strange for taking credit for someone else's work.

But that was my story now. I was a noble and I made potato salads. No big deal. Just one of

those things."What's in it?""Oh, ummm... Apple, onion, ... Potato?" I stammered, caught off

guard. I should've asked Ryoko about that."I like it.""Me too." Flavia nodded, drank the last of

her wine, and then stared right at me. "So, Ylva... When did you decide to lie to us? Was it just

a spur of the moment thing or did you plan your deceit?"9"Why— Why did I lie?" I stuttered, my

face heating up in embarrassment. Shit."I know the West well. You’re not a noble. As a matter

of fact, there's no Ylfings Clan at all," Flavia said, casually pricking the last potato off her plate

and eating it. "Pass the sauce, Oda."My ears burned and shame curled tightly around my

heart. I'd never lied about my heritage or my mother. I never had any reason to be ashamed of

where I came from. I shouldn't have pretended to be someone else just to fit in with these

girls."I'm sorry." I shoved my chair back, standing up while not daring to look anyone in the eye.

"I'll go now.""Ylva, sit," Flavia commanded. The power in her voice was enough to have me

obey. She probably wanted to berate me before I left and I couldn't even blame her. I deserved

it."Tssk," Oda scoffed, clicking her tongue. "The catzel is out of the bag now.""Be quiet," the

blonde leader said, silencing her right-hand woman. "Ylva, I asked you a question. Why did you

lie?"Was she really expecting an answer? Should I lie again so I didn't lose face? Then again,

what was the point? I was cast out anyway."I wanted to be cool, okay?" I fessed up, deciding it

wasn't worth another lie. "I just wanted to sound cool and fit in. I'm not a noble, I'm not the heir

to the West, and the only dusk wolf I've seen in my life is the old she-wolf of my mother. Also, I

didn't make the potato salad. I made my Dragon roommate do it."The girls gasped, whispering

softly to each other in horror and shock.But not Flavia. Her face didn't betray any emotion as

she ate a single pea. "I see." She frowned, rippling her strong features into a fierce glare. "Very

well. Pass the bean casserole."Confused, I looked at the other girls before pointing at myself.

"Me?""Yes. The beans are on your left. Pass them.""Okay?" Was this a practical prank? Would

my punishment come when I let my guard down? What was this? Pass the beans? That was it?

Carefully, I addressed the squad leader. "So... Should I go now?""Why? We're in the middle of

dinner. There's more roast. Eat." To strengthen her point, she gestured to Freckles who

plonked a big slice of pork on my plate.Were they trying to poison me? Maybe food torture

where they kept making me eat?I lied, I schemed, and I got caught. Why weren't they getting

mad? Why weren't they making my life miserable? Wasn't that the price I had to pay for

scamming them?Oda turned away from me and directed her attention to the other girls. "Did



any of you have many classes this week?""No, most of our classes were cancelled," Freckles

replied. She poured some more sauce on her beans and shrugged. "Holiday blues from the

teachers?""Perhaps..." Flavia frowned, her expression clearly revealing she had some thoughts

on it, yet she didn't divulge. "Dagmar, you're on dish duty today."The girls chattered away about

everything and nothing, not paying any attention to me. Waiting for the other shoe to drop, I

passed the rest of the dinner in silence. Apart from some occasional glances in my direction,

nobody made me feel unwelcome or out of place.Was I still part of this group? What was going

on? Couldn't they just tell me what was happening already?Flavia mopped up the last of her

pork and gravy with her piece of bread, neatly folded her knife and fork onto the plate, and rose

from her seat. "Lovely dinner. Thank you for your attendance, my friends."The girls copied their

leader and I followed suit. I was already the odd duck out, I didn't want to draw more

unnecessary attention to me."I'll see you girls after the weekend in class. Dagmar, please clear

the table." The strong blonde turned towards me, her blue eyes flickering. "Ylva, a word."Ah,

there it was. The long-awaited doom, the rejection of me, the social disappointment I was trying

so hard to avoid.With a heavy heart, I followed Flavia towards the living area of her gigantic

dorm room and sat down. This was going to hurt..."Tell me, Ylva. What is our society based

upon?" she asked, cracking her neck."Ummm... What do you mean?"She clicked her tongue.

"I'll tell you. Achievement. I don't care where you come from or who your parents are. It's not

worth lying about. I'm interested in what you have to offer and what contributions you're going

to make. I see potential in you.""You do?"The third-year nodded, unfolding her dark leathery

wings that extended far beyond her muscled shoulders. "The only things that matter are where

you're going and what you accomplish. I was born as the heir to the East, but that's a title I will

only hold as long as I'm worthy. The only thing that matters is the power I wield and possess,

not my heritage, not my parents, and not my name. So tell me, Ylva. What are your

ambitions?"I swallowed audibly, the knot in my stomach tightening. "I want to graduate so I can

become a Valkyrie like no other. I... This may sound stupid, but I want to serve. Odin, warriors,

the world.""I see." She nodded to herself as she pulled a necklace over her head. "Here."I held

out my hand, surprised by the cold metal falling into my palm. "What is it?""It's a shard of a

golden shield from the ceiling of Valhalla. It was given to me on my first visit beyond the gates

by Odin himself. It reminds me of who I serve and why."My breath hitched. "Wow..."Flavia took

the pendant from me and put it back on. "I knew my hunch about you was right. You're deeply

and passionately motivated, the same way I am. Work hard, fight for your rightful place, and I

think you'll go on to do great things."She walked away, leaving me with potentially even more

questions than before. Too worried to not outright ask, I called after her. "So am I still in?"The

blonde turned, a slight smirk playing on her face. "Monday, dining hall, lunchtime. Be

there."Relief washed over me as I gathered my things and exited Flavia's room. I was still in!

Even after they discovered the stupid lies I told. I didn't know how that was possible, but I

wasn't going to question it. This was amazing. Brilliant, even.Being part of a squad like this

would have great advantages for my journey and my career afterwards.With my heart beating

steadily in my chest, I descended from the third floor of the Valkyrie dormitory. I should

probably go back to my room, but that meant spending time with Ryoko. Maybe not... I was too

excited and I couldn't hide it.Despite just coming back from dinner, I was still peckish. The

stress of it all had prevented me from eating properly. Maybe if I rerouted to the kitchens, I

could pick up some snacks and shave off time I had to spend with the Dragon this

evening.Hah. I hadn't been out on campus this late. The dark made everything look different

than during the day. Did I usually enter the main building through this door? Were there always

this many entrances? Which corridor lead to the dining hall again?A little lost, I relied on my gut



instinct to follow this hall wherever it would lead me. A couple of decorations on the wall

seemed familiar, but I couldn't remember where I knew them from.I passed a room that looked

like a lecture hall. Aah, this was where I had Hagen's Nature Of Human Souls 101 earlier this

week. Damn, I definitely took a wrong turn then. The dining hall was in a different part of the

building.I should hurry. Students weren't encouraged to be within the school during the

weekends or this late after lectures.Hushed voices sounded from around the corner and I

quickly hid behind a row of lockers. I didn't want to get caught and have my first taste of

whatever kind of punishment they dished out in the Academy.From my dark corner, I

recognised the two people entering the corridor. Brynhild and Hagen, two of my teachers."The

timing is certainly unfortunate," Brynhild said, her voice lowered to a register that was clearly

not meant for outsiders."We're working overtime, but there just aren't enough Reapers," Hagen

replied.The strong Valkyrie sighed. "We have more souls to collect than normal too.""I wonder

what's going on," my male teacher mused. "It worries me.""Me too. We can't keep cancelling

class either to deal with it.""Agreed."The two turned the corner, and I breathed a sigh of relief. I

wasn't detected, which was good. However, their conversation was certainly cause for concern.

There were more human deaths than usual? So many that our teachers didn't have time to

teach class? That wasn't a good sign."I wonder who knows?" I muttered to myself, creeping out

of my dark spot and hurrying the opposite way. All the way back to the dorms.This news was

certainly upsetting. If there were so many souls in need of assistance that the teachers needed

to abandon their post, that was suspicious. Humans were dying at an accelerated rate. But

why?10After practically a whole week of no class and hanging around campus, it was a nice

change of pace to have a lecture that wasn't cancelled.I shuffled back and forth, trying to figure

out how to get comfortable on my chair. Nature Of Human Souls was an interesting subject and

Hagen’s conversation with Brynhild was still playing in my mind. Regardless, the seats were

old-fashioned and scratchy. The whole room was outdated and cramped with a whole array of

miscellaneous clutter. A stuffed owl on a branch, a stack of faded newspapers, a miniature

pyramid. It all added to the claustrophobic feel of the room, which wasn't helped by the different

AA types merged together. Reapers, Shinigami, and Valkyries all together to learn the basics

about humans. Not weird at all.At least none seemed keen to mingle. The Dragons were

seated on the left, while the Reapers and Valkyries shared the right. Even so, we weren't sitting

together. All my classmates were centred around a girl behaving like the queen bee or

matriarch. Astrid.Ugh. I really hoped she wasn't becoming popular. That would make life

increasingly difficult for me. If I couldn't gain social favour, I'd better get my shit together and

actually pay attention to the lecture."What's a human soul?" Hagen scratched on the board, the

white dust of chalk fluttering up in the sunlight. "You."One of the girls studying to become a

Reaper awkwardly cleared her throat. "Ummm... Their life force?""Wrong. They're dead, they

have no life force anymore." The professor strutted back and forth, his cold eyes glaring at all

of us like he wished we weren't here. "You, Aellyn."The pink-haired Wood Elf smiled happily,

apparently immune or oblivious to his icy stare. "Their conscious?""Close." He pointed at

Ryoko, who was seated with some other Dragons in the front. "Tell me, what is a human

soul?"My roommate rose, her voice soft and polite like always. "A link to the universe,

personalised with a human's experience and memories, just like ours.""Memories and

experience. Looks like one person has their head on their shoulders." Hagen scribbled some

more words on the board, as illegible as the text of Old. "Humans are unnatural, but their will is

strong. When their physical body withers away, it's that will that keeps them from disintegrating

back into the universe. It's that will that calls us to them."As fast as I could, I wrote everything

down. None of the stuff he taught was remotely fleshed out in the syllabus and I guessed he



did that on purpose."Depending on the human, it varies how long their conscious can linger in

the bodiless soul. If an Afterlife Assistant doesn't show up in time, they go mad and unleash

their inherent destructive power. Who knows how to deal with that?"A couple of hands flew up

and Hagen chose one of the girls in front."Reapers deal with the unclaimed, or at least, that's

what my father told me.""Correct," Hagen grumbled, almost as if he was disappointed that he

got a right answer. "Only the Reaper's scythe can cut a trapped soul loose and guide it back

into the universe. In this case, the human's memories are lost and they can't join an afterlife or

be reborn."Someone else's hand shot up, the grating voice unmistakable. "So, would you say

that Reapers are like the trash collectors of the AAs?"The professor frowned, deep lines

furrowing into his forehead. He pointed at the young lady, his dark eyes flickering. "Stand up.

What's your name?""Astrid, Valkyrie in training."Surprise, surprise.Hagen nodded slowly. "I see.

Let me explain something to you, Astrid. Do you know the difference between humans and

elementals?""Mmmm... We're better than them?""Incorrect." He narrowed his eyes and pointed

at me. "You. Tell me about the difference."I cleared my throat and recited what Mamma always

told me. "Elementals are creatures of nature. Humans are an alien force that, if left unattended,

will tear nature apart."The professor nodded. "Exactly. When an elemental crosses over, we

simply return to nature. When a human dies, their most powerful memories are drawn to the

surface and mark the soul to an extent that it can't just be reabsorbed again. To keep it from

mutating and harming the world, we guide it into afterlives where they are contained.Astrid

clicked her tongue. "Sooo... Isn't that what I just said?""No. When a human soul isn't collected

in a timely fashion, their memories fester and spoil. If there were no Afterlife Assistants, the

tainted thoughts would tear rifts into the universe itself and destroy life as we know it. If you

don't do your job, Reapers are there to fix your mistakes."So that solved the mystery of what

he was. Not a Guardian, but a Reaper. Interesting."What a bitch," someone whispered under

their breath.I turned to figure out who shared my opinion on Astrid, wondering who had the

balls to utter it out loud.I locked eyes with the girl on my left. Aellyn. The Wood Elf?She did

seem like she didn't have a filter and wasn't afraid to speak out. Maybe she wasn't that different

from me after all?"Who does she think she is?" Aellyn leaned closer to me, whispering

conspiringly. "The queen of Valkyries? Huh? Get it?"I chuckled awkwardly, not sure how I felt

about socialising with the Wood Elf. She seemed nice enough, but I still didn't get why she

wasn't studying to be a Reaper. She'd never learn the right skills to serve Odin and Valhalla.

She just wasn't the right type of elemental for this."Hey, can you read what Raul wrote

down?"Raul?Oh, she meant professor Hagen."No, they’re just scribbles," I lied. I showed her

an empty page of my notebook so she wouldn't ask to copy stuff then."Ehh, I'll figure it out."

She played with her braids and gestured to Astrid. "So, what's her deal? Is she always this

judgy?"The first hints of guilt welled up in me. I always gave Astrid a hard time for her

discrimination, but I wasn't really doing much better when it came to Aellyn. Why she wanted to

become a Valkyrie was her business. Maybe she'd be the first Wood Elf to graduate as one.

Could be history in the making, for all I knew.At least she was friendlier than the stuck-up girls

flocking around Astrid like she was the new squad leader. Pah. As if. She could try to make this

baby clique, but they'd never be as cool as Flavia's or any of the existing ones. She just didn't

have it in her."You better believe it about Astrid. She's a brat," I gossiped, pleased to have

found someone that saw right through her facade. She could pretend to be Miss Perfect, she

was just one of many.Aellyn chuckled softly. "She looks like she loves herself.""Oh, she does." I

rolled my eyes, scoffing at how Astrid held herself. From my seat, I had a premium spot to

observe her. Hair flipping, muscle flexing, ... She really thought she was all that. "Astrid is the

heir of her family and she never lets anyone forget it."The pink-haired girl snorted. "Is that why



she's a stuck up bitch?""Yeah. She was a pest all the way through high school too. Not that it's

really her fault. Her pappa is incredibly pretentious."Ugh. I couldn't stand her."That explains her

behaviour. So what's with the group thing? Do Wind Children not like to be alone?" the Wood

Elf asked, gesturing to the starstruck girls hanging around Astrid.What did she even do to get

the other first-years of our class so fascinated over her?"We do like being part of cliques," I

said, shrugging. Still, it didn't make sense why Astrid was the centre of her own.Whatever. I had

more important things to deal with. Like Flavia's group. Or the Dragon in my room."I see. Wood

Elves are a lot more solitary, I think.""Really? That's interesting. How—Hagen suddenly

slapped the board. "Silence!"I quickly shut my mouth, but I shot Aellyn a knowing smile.

Despite my initial reservations about her, she was a pretty cool chick and we were getting

along fine for two different races.As soon as the professor turned away to draw on the board, I

leaned back in. "What are Wood Elves like?" I asked, not able to contain my curiosity."In

general? Most of them are pretty polite.""And you like solitude? Why is tha—"A sudden shadow

fell over my desk and dread filled my stomach. Oh, shit."Are my teachings not interesting

enough, Madams?" he barked. Spittle flew through the sun and cascaded in drops on my

book."On the contrary, professor. We were just discussing how invaluable your lecture is,"

Aellyn quickly retorted, shooting him such a polite and refrained smile, Hagen couldn't do

anything but grumble as he walked away."Nice thinking," I whispered as soon as he was out of

earshot."Thanks. My dad is a snappy old man too, I've been practising for this my whole

life.""You're pretty cool.""Thanks." Aellyn twirled her pen around, making sure his attention was

no longer on us. "Do you really want to know more about Wood Elves?"I shrugged. "Why not? I

know next to nothing about your... kind? Species? Type?""People. Elven People."Interesting. I

couldn't remember whether Wood Elves were patriarchal, matriarchal, or if they had a dual

system in place. My only knowledge was from myths and legends, which were probably only

dipped in truth.I hadn't had much contact with other elemental types beside my own. Apart

from the occasional passerby, my Dragon roommate and Wood Elf classmate were the most

interaction I'd had with different races.They sure were all different from me. Intriguing. Their

rituals and traditions were completely foreign to me and it fascinated me. Despite my

apprehension and reluctance, I wanted to get to know more about them.Carefully, I inquired

more. "Elven people. So, what's it like growing up... wherever you're from?"“We live around The

Home Tree. It’s a forest in itself. The thick branches, the evergreen leaves, roots that hold the

world together. I love running through the trees and connecting to the ancient memories of my

people. The bouncy moss moist under my feet, soft for when you take a tumble. The sweet

smell of saplings, the nectar dripping from the budding flowers... It's all magical, beautiful,

enchanting. If you put your ears against the bark of the Home Tree and are silent enough, you

can hear them growing and groaning. Almost like they're talking to each other or to me.""You

sound like you miss it."Aellyn nodded. "I do. In here, it's all rocks, walls, and stone. Grey,

lifeless, dull. I can feel that I'm far away from home.""That's interesting. We don't really have

anything earthly we're attached to," I mused. There was air everywhere in the world and

wherever the wind blew, was my home."Where do you live?" the pink-haired Elf asked."On a

high cliff near the ocean, shielded from human eyes by a sharp ridge."Despite the fond

memory of home, I wasn't in any rush to return. Not without anything to show for it. I wanted

titles, honours, or achievements that would make my family proud. Awards that would colour

me as a potential heir for the West District once the matriarch passed on.Something Astrid

seemed rather interested in too... But there could only be one.11"Listen up, everyone."

Brynhild's sharp voice slashed through the thin air, swirling with authority. "The dusk wolf pups

are a week older and will be crawling much more. To avoid any repeats of last time, everyone



grab a slab of raw meat before you enter the barn."She held out a black bucket filled with a

variety of stinking offal. Liver, kidneys, something that looked like a heart? Gross..."Grab a

piece and offer it to Grey. If she accepts it, just sit down and wait for the pup to come to you.

Never, under any circumstances, approach a pup yourself," the teacher warned."I'm going

first," Astrid announced, driving the others out of the way with just a glance.Great. She was as

obnoxious as ever and all the others were eating it up.She drove her hand deep in the bucket

and pulled out a slimy chunk of liver. She shot me a challenging look, her smirk unmistakably

intentional. "I'm getting a dusk wolf before you.""Whatever." I rolled my eyes, not intent on

letting her get to me. "Go ahead. A pup could still imprint on me before you.""I'm not going to

let that happen, Ylva. Watch me.""It's hard to look at anything else with your big head in the

way," Aellyn muttered behind me, just loud enough for everyone to hear.Nice. I snorted, aware

that some of Astrid's new girl group giggled too. So maybe this wasn't a lost cause

yet."Whatever," she mimicked, tossing her hair over her shoulder and marching towards the

Barn. Confidence burst from her, but it didn't fool me. Just before she crossed the threshold,

she wavered ever so slightly.Hah. So much for being the alpha chick."Let's go," Aellyn

encouraged, grabbing a handful of meat from the bucket and tossing me some. "Can't let the

‘queen’ show us up.""You're right." Encouraged, I ignored how disgusting the raw kidney felt

and sprinted towards the Barn. Maybe with the Wood Elf's help, I'd get my own pup to imprint

on me. That would be freaking awesome.The hay rustled and ritsled under our shoes as we

entered the dark space. The low growl of the mother wolf was enough to make the hairs on my

arm stand up in caution. Whatever I did next would determine my future as a Valkyrie.Dust

fluttered up as I approached the mother wolf. My muscles wound tight, ready to jump back at a

moment's notice. I wasn't going to be the first casualty."Here, here, here. A nice piece of tasty,

disgusting liver," I sang softly, holding out the slab as an offering for the dusk wolf.A low growl

dared me to crawl back, but I stubbornly held still. Grey was going to accept this piece of meat

and I was going to secure a wolf cub. No matter what.Unable to resist the promise of meat, the

wolf mother snatched my offering out of my hand and swallowed it whole. Her red eyes flashed

menacingly, but she didn't growl when I sat down. The hay tickled my skin and the stone

ground was incredibly uncomfortable, but I didn't care. I would sit here until one of the pups

chose me, no discussion."They're so cute, aren't they?" Aellyn whispered to me, crouched on

her knees while luring her imprinted wolf to her. The tiny rascal wobbled towards her, playfully

flicking her ears back and forth. With a little yip, the pup fell against the Wood Elf and growled

happily when she tickled its belly.From the corner of the barn, Grey carefully watched Aellyn,

but she didn't seem too bothered. Almost as if she could sense that the pup already

imprinted.Now I just needed to get that going for me. If only one of the pups would come my

way...My other classmates crawled into the barn and occupied a spot where they waited for

their own imprinting. The soft whispers of conversation where quickly extinguished when the

bravest pups started crawling.To my envy, a girl on the left plucked the biggest cub up from the

ground and embraced it with a high squeal. "Hello, beautiful! You and I are going to have some

adventures!"One by one, the wolf cubs waggled through the prickly hay towards an elemental

of their choosing. A charcoal grey pup for the girl on my right and a light grey one for another

follower of Astrid."Yes, got one!" Astrid cheered, picking up one of the smaller wolves and

holding it tight. "I knew I would do it."I balled my hands into fists, refraining from snapping at

her. There was still a very dangerous mother wolf in here and I certainly didn't want to cause

an uproar. If I didn't get chosen this week, I might never have my very own dusk."Here, puppy,

puppy, puppy," I whispered, rubbing my fingers together at the remaining pile of fur. Besides

me, there were only two other Valkyrie students that didn't complete the imprinting yet. The two



girls held out their hands and two pups came crawling their way.They bumped foreheads, the

imprinting completed.Damn it.That just left me... And the last pup. The runt of the litter. Unable

to open its eyes or even crawl away from their mother, the little grey wolf was fast asleep in its

mother's embrace."My, my, Ylva. Looks like you're out of luck," Astrid sneered, petting her wolf

mockingly."Pssh, what do you mean? My wolf is right there." I nudged towards the sleeping

pup. It was the only one left, so it would be mine."It doesn't look interested in you.""It's asleep,"

I argued, pretending like I didn't care. I did. The worry and doubt were already festering in the

back of my mind and painting pictures of my disappointed mother. Returning without a wolf

familiar would certainly make me the mockery of my district.It didn't happen often that

someone actually graduated without a wolf, but there were enough cases that it was a

possibility. My mother's aunt had been without a familiar and chosen early departure of this life

to escape the shame and dishonour.But that wasn't going to be me.In a bout of bravery or

stupidity, I crawled towards the mother and the last pup. Grey growled softly, clearly not

amused by my approach.The hairs on my back stood up in warning, but I ignored it. I wasn't

going to be the laughing stock of my class or the West. This wolf needed to imprint on me and

it needed to be now."Here, here, little pup." Without taking my eyes off of the threatening

mother, I walked my fingers through the hay. Closer and closer towards the sleeping cub. The

small wolf opened one eye, glaring at me.Excitement crashed into my chest. "Hello. You're

going to be my companion."Closer. Closer.I shuffled through the hay, stretching my arm to the

limits until I was met with soft fur. Awoken from its slumber, the tiny pup looked at me. Eyes

filled with curiosity, it could go either way. Rejection or imprinting.It yawned, nuzzling against

my hand. Success.I did it!Excitement curled through me, mixing with the triumphant sense of

achievement. I got myself a companion! I had a dusk wolf! I—SNAP.Sharp teeth dug deep into

my arm, breaking through the skin like it was nothing. A strange tingling sensation spread

through my wrist, both scalding hot and freezing cold at the same time.Shit.The bite of a dusk

wolf was poisonous, even at this age. I shouldn't have—Spots danced in front of my eyes. My

arm burned where I was bitten, like a thousand dust bunnies stabbing me at the same time. My

heartbeat echoed in my head, thudding loudly and insistently."I think I'm going to pass—" I

managed to whisper, before slumping to the floor."Out of the way!" Brynhild commanded,

pushing the others out of the way.With the red eyes of the dusk wolf glaring into mine, the

darkness swept over me. Like a heavy blanket, it corrupted my sanity. Sleep was knocking and

it tempted me to obey. I wanted to.The world shimmered, with shapes and shadows dancing

untethered. For a moment, I wasn't sure what was real and what was not. It all blurred into

each other, colours blended with various gradients of grey.The sound around me reduced to a

strange whistling, almost like whispers. Voices I'd never heard before were calling out to me,

drawing me to them with an irresistible force. What was this?Before I could question it, pitch

black stole my consciousness from me. With a thud, my head fell onto the floor and the lights

went out.Goodbye.12"Hello?" my hollow voice sounded strange to my own ears. Where was I?

What happened?Blurry shapes and fuzzy shadows sharpened as I focused. Walls, strange

paintings, dark colours. The potent, sharp smell of alcohol and cleaning supplies penetrated

my nose. What?"Hello?" I tried again, pushing myself up. Oh, that was a bed. I was lying on a

bed. Why? Was I back at my dorm? Was I dreaming?No, I remembered. I was bitten by a dusk

pup. This must be the infirmary then.Despite my shrieking joints, I rolled my head on my

shoulders. Had I been out for so long that I was stiff? Or did the poison attack my muscles?

Gods, this hurt.After I gathered my bearings, I had time to have a proper look around. Apart

from the bed I was lying in, there were three more pushed against the wall. A small booth with

needles and vials stood at the entrance, with some bandages and bandaids. Definitely the



infirmary then, even if it was small.If I hadn't been brought in here, I'd have thought this was

abandoned. Was there no doctor or nurse?"Hello?" I tried for the third time, worried that I'd just

been left here. Maybe they thought I was dead and this was actually the morgue. Did the

school have that? Were there a lot of deadly accidents? I hoped not."You're awake," a voice

said.Spooked, I directed myself towards the sound. I thought I was alone?"You were out for

exactly three hours and twenty-seven minutes.""Thanks?"A thin man appeared from the

shadows, his lips almost non-existent. Like a spider with limbs too long, he scurried towards

me. "A couple more hours and you might not have returned," he said, almost sounding

wistful."Great."He stared at me with such an intensity, I felt bare under his gaze. Awkwardly, I

pulled up the sheets to cover myself up, even if I was fully clothed.The man folded his arms

behind his back. "I make you uncomfortable.""Errmm..." That wasn't a question, it was a

statement. Was I being that obvious?"But you're feeling better, albeit tired."Another correct

observation. How—"You're wondering how I know these things," the man said, pacing back and

forth. "I can read your aura like an open book."Eek. I didn't like that at all. Some random dude

could just take a look at me and know what I was feeling? No, thanks."Ah, I've made you even

more uncomfortable," he noted."So could you stop doing it then?" I snapped, wondering if I

could just run out and never return."Negative. I will never not read auras," he replied, somehow

sounding a little sad about it. Almost as if he tried everything to get rid of this intrusive ability,

but nothing had worked.Imagining that made him a little more sympathetic and me less

creeped out. Even so, I wanted to return to my room. Right now, even the Dragon seemed like

a pleasant companion.The man pulled a face as he grabbed the clipboard attached to my bed.

"The poison will linger in your system for a couple more hours, but you're out of the danger

zone.""Oh, that's good.""If the fuzziness and shadows persist, come back in."I nodded. "And

who am I asking for...?""Wagner.""And you're the doctor?"He shot me a strange look. "I

suppose so." Without another word, he turned away and disappeared back into the shadows.A

heavy clock hung in the middle of the hall, ticking loudly as I waited for him to return and give

me more instructions.What a peculiar infirmary. Rows and rows of dark cabinets towering

towards the ceiling, some much higher than anyone could reach. The only sunlight crept in

through the slits at the top of the walls, casting strange shadows on the marble floor.When

Wagner didn’t come back, I slipped off the bed and placed my feet on the cold ground. I

guessed that meant I was free to go?Confused, I walked out of the small infirmary room, which

didn't feel very sterile, nurturing, or used. Maybe there weren't that many injuries on campus

after all?Hah, my arm was bandaged. Cool. I hadn't even noticed that. It didn't hurt, so that was

good. Whether my reputation would survive this? That was a completely different

matter.Humming nervously, I found my way through the winding halls of the school. The dark

stone columns and wide marble floors were both beautiful and intimidating. Maybe it was the

silence? The echo of my footsteps?Where was everyone?The school was usually vibrant and

bubbling with chatter, laughter, and the rustling of bags, clothes, and wings. This particular part

of campus seemed abandoned, which made no real sense. Why would the infirmary not be

used?Maybe people just died."Hah..." I chuckled uncomfortably, spooked by my own joke.

Maybe that was exactly what happened.A chill ran down my spine and with my hand firmly on

the rail, I descended down the staircase. I certainly wouldn't want to trip and be returned to

Wagner's care. No thanks.After many corners and turns, I found myself back in a familiar part

of the school and directed myself towards my dorm. I missed my first history class, but I wasn't

too bothered by that. I could easily catch up on that. After all, history didn't change and I had

my books stashed away in my wardrobe.As I reached the dorm, I braced for any backlash from

my little wolf stunt. At this time of day, there would be many other Wind Children hanging



around and surely, they'd have heard about my little mishap.Chatter died down as soon as I

stepped through the entrance. Every corner packed, it seemed like the full three years of

Valkyrie students were hanging in the dorm halls. Shit. I hadn't expected that many people to

be here.Not unlike my first day, all eyes were on me. Whispers and gossip followed me as I

crossed to my room. Across the hall, I saw Astrid and my other classmates. From the looks of

it, they were undeniably gossiping about me.Great. The only thing worse than my class hating

me was—"Ylva."I cringed as I heard my name. The one person I wished hadn't been

here."Yes?" I turned towards the voice, knowing it belonged to Flavia.The strong blonde

stepped out of the window nook, the other girls following her on the heel. Her dark wings were

folded out, dominating the space and attention."I heard you had a little... incident."I swallowed a

lump. "That's right.""Let me see."Reluctantly, I held out my arm. I really hoped that puny wolf

bite wouldn't scar. That wasn't a memory I wanted marked on my body.Surprisingly gentle,

Flavia unwound the bandages and exposed the raw skin underneath. The wound was

unexpectedly deep and tattered, with dark blood coating the ragged edges."Does it hurt?" she

asked, holding it up to inspect better."It looks worse than it feels," I admitted, my heart

pounding in my chest. Not only did I screw up imprinting with the wolf, I'd lose my place in

Flavia's group. I'd be the outcast before the first week was over."How's the wolf?""I don't know,"

I admitted. "I blacked out and don't know what happened.A bush of pink hair popped from

behind me. "I can help with that.""And who are you?" Flavia sneered, glaring at the Wood Elf. A

couple of days ago, I would've shared her disgust. But from the conversations I'd had with

Aellyn, she wasn't too bad. In fact, if I was going to be an outcast anyway, I could join up with

her.Despite every bone in my body screaming not to, I stepped protectively in front of the Elf.

"This is Aellyn. She's a first-year Valkyrie student.""Hmmm... And are you two... friends?" the

strong blonde asked, pulling up her nose.I looked at the pink-haired girl, wondering whether I

wanted to commit social suicide or not. She shot me a smile, her moss green eyes beaming

with an unexpected happiness. Maybe this was the first kind thing anyone had done for her

since she got here."Yes, I guess you could say we're friends," I replied, earning a collective

gasp from all the other students. The idea of a Wind Child befriending a Wood Elf was

outrageous, but then... Why the hell not?"Right..." Flavia shot me a look that I couldn't place.

Irritation? Disbelief? Sadness?She motioned me to come closer, drawing me out of earshot of

anyone around us. "Are you sure, Ylva? They say Wood Elves are the tricksters of the forest.

Not to be trusted...""She seems nice enough.""If that's your final decision..."I closed my eyes,

weighing the things I wanted against each other. Being popular, befriending Flavia, shining as

a Valkyrie. Yes. But I also wanted to stay true to myself, to be honest in the pursuit of my

dreams. Even if that meant..."I'll stick with the Elf," I declared, hoping I didn't just make the

biggest mistake of my life.Flavia nodded, retreating from our tiny huddle and straightening out

her white uniform. She shot me a strange smile and nudged my shoulder with her fist. "I admire

you."Without saying anything else, she strode away to her clique of girls and dismissed anyone

else gossiping with an angry glare. At least she was graceful about it all.Excited to be away

from all the curious eyes, I turned to Aellyn jingled my keys. "I'm exhausted.""Understandable.

I'll see you in class tomorrow. Friend." A wide smile spread across her face, one that made it

almost worth all the pain and trouble. At least I made her feel good."Yeah, I'll see you

tomorrow." I tightened the bandages around my arm, the grief of not having a wolf only now

setting in. Exhausted, I waved her goodbye and pushed into my room. The fragrant smell of

unknown herbs and spices lured me towards the figure seated on the floor, an unusual sight.

With her dark hair tied up in a ponytail and her rice cooker wafting with steam, Ryoko had

made herself comfortable doing something else foreign.As she noticed me come in, she smiled



and bowed, like she always did. "Welcome home."This wasn't home, but I appreciated the

gesture.Somehow, it was reassuring. Whatever happened out there, it would always be the

same here. Her traditions I didn't understand, a politeness that never wavered, and my

Dragon.13
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Michelle V., “magical paranormal world. Valkyrie 101:Valkyrie 101 is an interesting and original

storyline. This author has created an amazing world filled with intriguing characters and a story

that pulled me in and had me on the edge of my seat. Ylva wants to become a Valkyrie and

she gets her chance once she's enrolled at the Afterlife Academy. This paranormal story is

filled with drama, mystery, action, rivalries, suspense, new friendships and so much more. I

can't wait to read the next book to find out what happens next.Valkyrie 102:In Valkyrie 102

Ylva's journey continues as she finds out more about herself and what her life will be like as a

Valkyrie. This paranormal story is filled with drama, action, mystery, suspense, secrets, twists

and turns and so much more. This author has created an amazing world filled with intriguing

characters and a story that pulled me in and had me flipping through the pages to find out what

would happen next. I can't wait to read the next book in this series.Valkyrie 103:Ylva's journey

continues and she's as determined as ever to figure out about herself. This author has created

an amazing paranormal world filled with drama, mystery, action, suspense and twists that kept

me turning the pages. Even though we got some questions answered this book ends in a

cliffhanger and now I anxiously await the next book in this series.Valkyrie 104:Ylva's journey

continues in The War of Souls. This book picks up where the last book left off and as always

with this author once I start reading one of her books I don't stop until the last page. The author

has created a magical paranormal world filled with mystery, action, suspense, intrigue and

twists that pulled me into the story anxious to find out what would happen next. This book ends

in a cliffhanger leaving me wanting the next book asap.I voluntarily reviewed a copy of this

book.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “An interesting and unique new series to read. I love reading books set in
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academies, especially when they are books that have fantasy, so I was very excited to read this

series. I have never read anything with valkyries before so this boxset was interesting to say

the least.I confess that when I started reading the first book in the boxset I wasn't feeling very

involved, mainly because the main character (Ylva) in the first books treats those who are

different in a very prejudiced way. But the more I read, the more involved I became until I found

myself involved in a way that I couldn't stop reading. The romance is very cute, Kyoko is a very

endearing character and the interactions of the two are quite heart melting. I was also quite

surprised by how the character who is supposed to be the queen bee of the valkyries (Flavia)

is quite nice to the protagonist.We also have a dust bunny and dust wolves, which makes the

story even more enjoyable.It is possible to see throughout the books an evolution of the

protagonist, although in the last book she still has some prejudiced attitudes towards some

characters, namely a girl who is also studying with her to be a valkyrie, but unlike the others

she is not a wind child, but an elf. Also the evolution of the protagonist with her powers is

visible.In between, a murder happens, of which the author has yet to be unravelled.I think my

favorite book was the 3rd, and the one I liked least was the 1st.The 4th book ends on a

cliffhanger, so I am very curious to know what will happen next!I received a free copy of this

book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Doug Williamson, “Start here with the first four books. This is a collection of the first four books

in the series which gives you a solid start on the series. The stories feature an interesting

blend of elements with urban fantasy as a base. They are well written and the author blends

the various elements into a fast paced story that kept me engaged and turning pages. The

plots tend to have lots of twists and turns which keep you guessing and the action fresh. I think

the best part to me, however, is that the characters continue to grow and develop, so we don't

get just a repeat of events from previous stories. They certainly make new mistakes, but that

too is part of learning. With four books in the collection, you get roughly half of the overall

series in one convenient package. Overall, a highly enjoyable read.Highly recommended.I

received a free copy of this book via Booksprout for review purposes.”

Emily Pennington, “Valkyrie Academy #1-4. The reader is asked to join Ylva on her quest to

become a Valkyrie. She gets her chance when she is enrolled in the Afterlife Academy. She is

also learning how to take care of her new dusk wolf. Finding that she is a Shadow Walker, the

danger increases exponentially. Is there anyone she can trust? Or are they all out to steal her

magic in whatever way they can?Titles included are:• Valkyrie 101• Valkyrie 102• Valkyrie 103•

Valkyrie 104And there will be cliffhangers, which don’t hurt as much when the first 4 of the

books are bundled together for you. These should keep the reader busy with all of the action

and suspense.  Enjoy!”

Evelyn Ann, “Valkyrie Academy. This was a fun, interesting set of books with drama, suspense,

fun characters, and all the angst of any HS craziness. Only difference is that we are dealing

with the supernatural world and everyone who thinks they know where they belong, yet there

are some who believe they are to go another way.So much going on and of

course...cliffhanger! Ugh! LOLOverall a very good set of 4 books that continues on the next

sets of books. Good fun! On to the next! #HappyReading I received a free copy of this book via

Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Chris L., “Want Some Twist?. We have a lot of drama. We have action, suspense, and of

course some twist along the way. Ylva who wats to be a Valkyrie and gets her chance at



Afterlife Academy. Follow the characters in the book as you sit hoping for the best for Ylva. Can

she find people to trust, or will they all take from her. So follow her journey as she discovers

new people and herself. Oh, yes there is a cliffhanger at the end of all the books. Now we wait

for the next book.I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving

a review.”
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